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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 10, 1943

Marries At Work Bench

Because there is less congestion on Harrison street,
between Main and Washington, than when the Koltinsky grocery operated in the
corner store building, the
City Council passed favorably upon a motion made at
Monday night's meeting providing that this block be discontinued as a one-way
thoroughfare, effective immediately.

lks Sponsor Celebraion Monday, June
4; Mayor Issues
roclamation
mplying with request of the
ed States Flag Association
or W. L. Cash has issued a
amation designating June 8
as Flag Week. The period
been dedicated to selling 100
on dolars worth of War
by the Flag Association.
ceton Elks will sponsor
of War Bonds during the
of June, the county's
Series E, is $25,300. Billy
resharn. exalted ruler of
Elks Lodge and assistant
the
direct
aster, will
's activities in the sale of
for June, and will act
e Lodge in sponsoring celen of Flap Day in an open
eeting on Court Square
y, June 14, at 4 o'clock
y afternoon.
ade starts at Butler Hi
us headed by the Butler
Kendall Bryant and the
ell County School band.
are
local organizations
to participate in the paand all members of the
forces at home Flag Day
ged to march and attend
program. The bands will
the courthouse as other
ers fall out at the South

ONE-WAY STREET IS
PUT BACK IN SERVICE
FOR TWO-WAY TRAFFIC

Number 49

Canning Classes
To Be Offered At
Two City Schools

Killed In Action

Women Interested
Asked To Contact
Teachers; Work
To Start Later

County Will Be Able
To Pay Necessary
Expenses Despite
Revenue Slash

Setup for the community canning project has been completed
as to teachers and phases of
work outlined by Vocational director C. A. Horn. It will offer
free canning lessons to all persons wishing to acquire knowledge of correct methods in preChild, Playing In
serving fruits and vegetables for
home consumption, Mr. Horn
Yard, Believed
said.
Classes will be taught by Mrs.
Strangulation Victim
Donald Eugene Marshall, 21/s Percy Pruett, Mrs. J. L. Walker
and Mrs. Ethel French at Eastyears old, son of Mr. and Mrs. side. Hattie
May Hampton, colorGlenn Marshall, Charleston com- ed, will teach canning at Dotson
munity, Hopkins county, died High.
Classes will be held
suddenly while at play in the
twice
yard of his parents' home Wed- weekly, days to be decided later
nesday, June 2, having choked and given out to the public
on peanuts, his grandfather, the through the press.
Rev. G. H. Marshall, Princeton
Second phase of the project
will be use of the cannery by
said.
The little boy had been sick public, no charge being made
several days, presumably
of except one cent a quart for use
whooping cough, but was be- of water, gas and lights. If tin
lieved to have been improving. cans in possession of cannery
He stopped playing suddenly, are used, total charges will be
ran coughing to his mother, and three cents a can, Mrs. Gianini said.
in a few minutes succumbed.
The cannery will be supervised
Funeral services were held
Friday, the Rev. Olen Sisk offi- by Mrs. Billy Giannini and Jeff
ciating. Burial was in Cedar Hill Watson, home ec and vocational
agriculture teachers at Butler
Cemetery here.
High School, and women who are
interested are invited to contact
any of the designated teachers.

little Boy Chokes
On Peanuts, Dies

Miss Hilda Butler, Atlanta, Ga., plant employe, declined to
bench. So in simple rites sanctioned by the company, Miss. Butler
bench. So insirnplerites sanctioned by the company, Miss Butler
and W. H. Crawford. Southern district CIO official, were married
amid production of shell casings. Friends of the couple drink
toasts from the shell casings as the groom kisses the bride. He
formerly lived in Warren, Ohio and she in Lakeland, Fla.

Rock Bought For
Cadiz Road Job

Truck Gas Stamps To
Change To "TT" July I
To Curb Black Market

No Damage Done
By Assessment
Cut, Judge Says

Ensign Nile Kinnick (above),
gridiron great of the "ironmen"
days at Iowa, has been killed in
action while serving aboard an
aircraft carrier, the Navy department informed his parents at
Omaha.
—AP Telemat

Ration Board Gets
larger Quarters
Magistrates Offer
County Courtroom
To War Workers
Caldwell county's War Rationing and Price Control Board,
which has worked in increasingly cramped quarters the last
several months, was given relief
by the Fiscal Court at its meeting here Tuesday when the personnel was granted permission
to move into the county courtroom.
Benches and other furniture
will be rearranged in the courtroom immediately and the Ration Board hopes to move the
first part of next week, Robert
Jacobs, chief clerk, said.
The Fiscal Court also effected
a contract to provide space for
the Farm Security and Selective
Service offices for another year.
Contract for the District Old
Age Assistant office was also
approved.

Final property assessment for
Caldwell county, made public
last weekend from Frankfort by
J. E. Luckett, acting State revenue commissioner, showed the
total to be approximately $145,223 less than for the previous
fiscal year. The figures given
were: Real estate, $3,681,998,
tangible property, $679,308; intangibles, $898,474, for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 1943.
While the county will take in
$764.01 less in taxes from the
above sources, the reduction in
valuation will have no ill effect upon operation of necessary
affairs and agencies, Judge Herman L. Stephens said Wednesday.
The county will effect a saving
of $1,100 in the new fiscal year
since it will not be called upon
to make contributions to WPA
projects, now suspended, which
took that sum in the year ending June 30, Judge Stephens
said.
The franchise tax for the 194344 fiscal year will be approximately $310.68 more than for
the previous year, while truck
license revenues to the county
are expected to be about $150
less.
The county will end the current
fiscal year with a cash surplus,
County Treasurer William E.
Jones said, larger than any previous residue in some years.

(By Asociated Pres)
Washington.—In an effort to
thwart black market operations
program: Introductory rein "T" gasoline rations for trucks,
and presentation of flag,
taxis and buses, the Office of
Ruler Gresham; Butler
Cedar Bluff Quarry has re- Price Administration Monday ded: "To the Colors" and
Spangled Banner," during ceived a purchase order, on its creed that cceipons for such comParatroopers "Drop In"
of the flag; Pledge of successful competitive bid, to mercial rations for the third
ce to the Flag, by as- furnish rock for resurfacing the quarter of the
On
Hopkins Town As
year would be
ed citizenry. led by Exalted 11.2 miles of the Priceton-Cadiz
Tournament
mark
ea
And
Fire
"TT".
Dance
Threatens Plane
Caldwell County Band, highway, a work project which
The new "TT" coupon will re(By Asscoiated" Press)
tinued on Page Four)
Planned For Thurswas promised the Princeton RoNebo.—Residents of this Hope
tary and Kiwanis clubs early place the present coupon July 1
day, June 17
kins county town were surprised
this spring by J. Lyter Donald- in all parts of the country except
Narrowly Escapes
Rollback On Meats
The golf course at the Prince- Tuesday when they saw soldiers
son prior to his resignation as the northeastern shortage area,
where operators must continue ton Golf and Country is to be parachuting from an army plane
From Live Wire
commissioner of highways.
To
Reach Consumers
the
old "T" coupons thrown open to all business men onto a nearby open farm field.
B. Mayes, 12, son of Mr.
No date has been set for de- using
Today, Belief
who want to use it Thursday They were more surprised when
rs. Orbie Mayes, Hopkins- livery of the rock, Carl Sparks through July 25.
(By Associated Press)
afternoons, through June, July the plane landed on the same
sad, had a narrow escape said Tuesday.
Washington.—With butter and
and August when retail stores field a few minutes later.
death Tuesday afternoon
The resurfacing, with rock and
Army authorities said thirteen
meat price rollbacks by means
will be closed, Grayson Harralae touched a live electric blacktop treatment, is scheduled
of subsidies already ordered inson, club official, announced paratroopers were ordered to
a a tree near the home of to be dope by the district mainto effect, the Office of Price
Tuesday. A nominal greens fee jump from the ship when it was Scouts' Committee
e P'Pool. The boy fell tenance crew, according to Mr.
Administration went ahead Monwill be charged each non-mem- discovered that one of its engines To Meet At Marion
the tree, approximately Donaldson's letters to the local
day with plans to extend the
was afire. The crew of four
ber player.
to the ground, and was service clubs, and will be done
The
Three
Rivers
District
comprogram to coffee, encouraged
Activities for the summer will stayed with the craft and landed
to a physician's office and as early this summer as other
Meredith's Demand
mittee, Boy Scouts of America, by labor
support and unmoved
be inaugurated officially Thurs- it safely. Army officers said no
after some time, apparent- commitments will allow, the
will
hold
its
monthly
meeting
at by objections from trade
Rejected By Court;
day, June 17, when a golf tourna- one was hurt.
ering only cuts and former commissioner advised.
sources
the
new
high
school building, and a segment of
The officers said the plane was
ment, for all members desiring
Congress.
Appeal Granted
Marion, Tuesday night, June 15,
en-rout
Just
e
to
when
maneuvers
the coffee cut will
in Tento enter, will be staged, Hugh
(By Associated Press)
Princeton Boy Makes
nessee, but would not release Carl Sparks district chairman, take effect, O.P.A. officials said
Frankfort.—Gov. Keen John- Cherry, chairman of the house any further
way ,Employe Here
announced this week. Princeton they were
details.
unable to predict, but
Top Grade In Army Test
son's administration plan to give and grounds committee, announcmembers of the committee are the butter
subsidy will begin to
s Broken Pelvis
- George William Farmer, 18, the State's old age pensioners ed. That night a dance will be
asked to meet at 7 o'clock that make itself
felt in Housewives'
Egbert, state highway em- former telegrapher for the I.C.- an extra payment won court ap- given for members and their
night at the K. U. building to grocery
bills Thursday and the
friends, with a local orchestra
was seriously injured Fri- R.R., here, was among 42 of proval Tuesday.
make the trip together in cars. meat
rollback, ordered formally
providing music.
citing when he fell off a 1500 who successfully
passed
The recent financial campaign last night,
Circuit Judge W. B. Ardery
will reach consumers
Princeton golfers will go to
y truck at the corner of Army Air Corps entrance tests held the plan "is in all respects
for the Boy Scouts saw quotas by late June
or early July.
and Donivan streets. He at Indianapolis last week, re- legal," declared it contains no Paducah Sunday, June 13, to
raised in Kuttawa, Eddyville and
The meat order, estimated to
.a aid by a local physi- ceiving the highest grade. He discriminatory features, and or- meet a team of Paxton Park
Princeton, the committee report- take
three-quarters of the estiRoosevelt Says He
taken to a Hopkinsville was sent to St. Petersburg, Fla., dered immediate distribution of players, Mr. Cherry announced.
ed this week. Marion has not yet mated $400,000,000
annual cost
Attending will be: Roy Smith,
It was found he had for military training, after which the money.
made
its
canvass.
Will Ask Congress
of the whole project, was isMerle Brown, Carol Wadlington,
ed a broken pelvis and an he will go to a university for
The judge rejected what he
sued in the face of a House
was performed. He is intensive study in radio-tele- called Attorney General Hubert Hobart McGough, hey McGough,
For More Taxes
Girl Scout Leader To
Banking Committee vote forbidit the Rev. and Mrs. L. graphy. He is a son of Mr. and Meredith's demand "in essence" Hugh Cherry, Willard Mitchell.
(By Associated Press)
Address Kiwanis Club
ding subsidy payments by the
George
Pettit,
Fred
Howard,
rt, Farmersville.
Washington.—P
resident RooseMrs. Fletcher Farmer, formerly that the court "take this arm of
Genevieve Murray, represent- Commodity Credit Corporation, a
Philip Stevens, Merle Drain, Roy velt said Tuesday he would sign
of Princeton, and a grandson of the State government"—the weling the National Council of Girl department of Agriculture
Rowland,
Robert
Traylor,
Dr.
the pay as you go tax bill shortMrs. J. W. A. Blackburn, Hop- fare department and its public
Front To Occupy
Scouts, will be program speaker agency.
C. A. Jeggers, Dr. B. L. Keeney, ly.
kinsville street.
assistance division—and "for all
at today's regular noonday meetett Building Soon
Asa
Banks
and
E.
R. Koltinsky
The, treasury, he told a press
practical purposes" appoint a
ing of the Princeton Kiwanis Nancy Catlett Re-Enters
conference,
and renovations are
is
making
now
preadminister
receiver
and
it
for it
Club. She will discuss her work Western
ay this week in the Gar- Frances White, Cobb,
For Summer Term
parations to put it into effect.
Wading Pool, Shower
under court orders.
in Western Kentucky.
But
also
he
WAACs
indicated
that he
Nancy Catlett re-entered Westformerly occupied Accepted By
But Ardery considered Mere- Baths
Are Opened At
would ask Congress for more
itinsky's Grocery, for ocern State Teachers' College for
White, dith's motion and grounds for a
Grey
Miss Frances
by the Main Street Red Cobb, has returned from Cin- new trial as filed—to expedite Butler Playground
taxes before the legislators get Cobb Woman Injures Eye
the summer terms, beginning
Mrs. Herman White, a resident Monday, June 7, after a short
Store. This will be
a cinnati, where she successfully matters—over-ruled them, and
Wading pool and shower baths away for any Summer recess.
The compromise pay-as-you-go of the Cobb community, suffered visit home to her parents, Mr
self-service store and passed entrance examination for granted the attorney general an were opened for children this
occupied in three or the WAACs. Miss White taught immediate appeal.
week at Butler High School play- measure, he intimated, would be an injury last weekend when and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett.
weeks, Thomas Lambert, school in Caldwell county last
Opposing counsel agreed
to ground, it was announced by insufficeint to close an inflation- she accidently jabbed a stick
sager of the Red Front year and
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan were
previously attended to have the record completed by Cliff Cox, a supervisor of the ary gap in the economic system into an eye. She was working
'. said Tuesday.
Murray State Teachers College. the end of the week, take the recreation program, Wednesday. and he said he thought there in her Victory garden, gathering visitors in Hopkinsville Monday
afternoon.
case to the court of appeals, pre- Facilities of the playground are would be a recommendation to peas.
sent brief arguments and ask offered to adults Thursday after- Congress on additional taxes.
Nor did he rule out the. possifor a final ruling on the plan.
noon and nights.
bility that, despite the success of
the last war bond campaign,
Cummins'Speaks At
Corporal Edwin Nichols
compulsory savings might
be
Rotary Club Meeting
necessary.
Shipment June 2, of son, 43; Mrs. W. G. Haydon, 43; injured In North Africa
Kelsey Cummins addressed
Asked whether the $16,000,000,boxes filled with
Paying an informal visit to ville, said Wednesday from his
A letter to Mrs. Edwin Nichols
surgical Mrs. C. S. Collier, 48; Mrs. J. B.
members of the Rotary Club at 000 in taxes and compulsory savS for use of
husher
from
Saturday,
5,
May
Princeton and Caldwell county, headquarters in the Watterson
U. S. armed Lester, 36; Mrs. C. A. Griffin,
Tuesday
its
night's
meeting
on ings which he recommended to
wounded overseas, the 35; Miss Birdie Nichols. 33; Mrs. band, Corporal Edwin Nichols,
"Self Discipline." Further plans Congress last January is being the first since his resignation as Hotel, Louisville.
Cross project has now Rumsey Taylor, 32; Mrs. Allison stationed somewhere in North
Approximately 20 Democratic
were also made for the purchase revised upward, Mr. Roosevelt State highway commissioner, J.
rid sent
114.600 bandages, Akin, 30; Mrs. Brad Lacy, 29; Africa, said he was interned in of cigarets for the men over- said that this must wait until he Lyter Donaldson, Carrollton, per- citizens greeted Mr. Donaldson
1 Sparks,
sonally launched his candidacy when he reached Princeton at
chairman, re- Mrs. F. T. Linton, 29; Mrs. W. D. a North African hospital 30 days, seas.
knows whether he is going to
for the Democratic gubernatorial 5 o'clock. News of his coming
Tuesday. The monthly Armstrong. 27; Mrs. H. A. Good- due to injuries received in a
something
say
problem.
the
about
'1 13,800 materially
accident, while transportnomination here late Tuesday was telephoned here and a numun- win, 28; Mrs. L. A. Northington, jeep
Orange
Post
Carlisle
tounty's quota, the chair- 29; Mrs. Henry Sevison, 26; Mrs. ing mail to the armed forces at
afternoon. His methods seemed ber of persons waited at the
Christine Wood To
id,
Will Meet Tonight
pleasing to those who greeted courthouse from 4 o'clock until
stressing that this R. M. Pool, 24; Mrs. Boyd Wade, his base.
sit Parents Here
Carlisle Orange Post 116 will
Corporal Nichols is one of four
him here.
Important work is the 23; Mrs. Fred Pickering, 22; Mrs.
5, for a chance to greet the
Mrs. Fred hold its regular monthly meetof the war effort
and
The widely known farmer- candidate and pledge their supMiss Christine Wood, daughter
in R. B. Ratliff. 22; Mrs. R. S, sons of Mr.
the community
Caldwell county, in the ing tonight at the courthouse, of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood. banker-lawyer is on a quick port. A number had gone home
aas not Robertson, 22; Miss Mary Wilson Nichols,
7:30 o'clock. A full attendance Hopkinsville street, will arrive swing through western Ken- before he arrived. Others were
forces.
full part.
Eldred, 18: Miss Nancy Scrugham armed
M. H. Blythe led in
is requested as election of of- home from Columbia, Mo., for tucky, coming here from Lyon stopped on the street and inMay 18; Miss Mary Craig, 17; Mrs.
ficers is scheduled, Leo F. Walk- summer vacation next week-end county and departing, after less troduced. General opinion, was
Convalescent
and has a total
• of Press Blackburn. 16; Mrs. Ber- Miss Spickard
essings to her
graduation
her
from than an hour's stay, for Trigg Mt. Donaldson made an extremeMiss Ronella Spickard, of the er, Post Commander, said this Upon
credit nard Jones, 15; Mrs. Ruth Lide,
work started.
Stephens College last year she county at 6 o'clock. He will have ly favorable impression.
Economics department, week.
Home
Miss
15;
Mays,
L.
W.
Mrs.
15;
who gave
immediately entered the Uni- been in every county of the First
While no announcement has
12 hours or Annie M. McGowan, 14; Mrs. University of Kentucky, is relb the
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Williams versity of Missouri in Columbia and Second districts when he been made of county campaign
surgical dressing John McLain, 14; Miss Anna Os- covering from a serious illness
during May
grandson. Jackie, and Mrs. where she is a member and returns to Louisville Saturday, headquarters or a county chairincluded: borne, 13; Mrs. R. S. Gregory, at the home of her mother, Mrs. and
Vivian spent Monday in officer of. Kappa Alpha Theta his State campaign chaisman, man for Donaldson here, several
4. Blythe,
52; Mrs. W. 13; Mrs. M. P. Brown, 12; Mrs. A. J. Spickard, in the Highlands Dixie
51; Mrs. A.
Paducah.
National Sorority
Charles G. Franklin, of Madison(Please turn to Back Page)
,
here.
L. Wil- Roy Towery, 12

Cedar Bluff Quarry
Gets State Purchase
Order

Golf Course Open
To Business Men

Extra Payment To
Aged Held Legal

Coffee Included
In OPA Price Cuts

President To Sign
Pay-As-You-Go Bill

n Falling Down Badly In
e Vital Phase Of War Work

Lyter Donaldson Wins Favor
Here In Brief Campaign Visit

V
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of the celebration here, by
roclamation in cooperation
ial Flag Association, all this
Veek comes a little late to
to display Old Glory the
thing should prevent citythe Flag from now through
1, when the community's
climaxed by a parade and
sponsored by the Elks
ances, giving us all oppore we have appreciation of
under a free government for
and Stripes stands, must call
iotic performance in time of
hld prompt equally loyal, if
nthusiastic tribute, in time
"The price of liberty is
e" and the safeguarding of
privileges is essential if we

Search For Mother, Two Sons

Eating's A Habit

idepost liter

By Dr. Martha M. Eliot, Asiotil
Chief, Children's Bureau U. s
Department of Labor
Associated Press Features

By John Selby
ssociated Press Feat

Did you ever notice how your Nil
loves to eat? The tiniest baby, um%
he's ill, takes to his dinner Nell

1943, it was enough to fire 28 million antiaircraft guns. In 1943 more ammunition will
be required than ever before and it will be
necessary to provide more grease.
Glycerine is also used for vital mechanisms in big field and naval guns, for ship
compasses, for hydraulic and steering apparatus, and as an ingredient of the protective coating on ships,.tanks and guns.
In addition to these uses, it is an important
ingredient of ointments and salves used to
alleviate suffering from burns and wounds.
The lives and welfare of millions of our
fighting men depend upon the cooperation
of American women in saving small amounts
of greak from their kitchens. A tiny drop
has sufficient value to make it worth bothering about.

Other Editors Say:

Censors Lean Backward
Censorship sooner or later apparently is
n the past, even in this good
to become an issue of considerable
destined
kg Day, the Fourth of July,
in this country, and this will be
magnitude
Decoration Day, Memorial
due in no small measure to the manner in
such national patriotic holiwhich some of the biggest stories of the war
permitted to pass unheeded,
have been handled by Washington officials
out fitting public observance.
charge of this phase of the war effort.
in
is bred disrespect of the Flag
censorship was first established, no
When
through
itands for, largely
important objections were raised because
ourse, tho this does not exthe American people understood that it was
is fault or make for a solid
necessary to preclude publication of. inforthe democracy which now
mation which would "give aid and comfort"
I before the world as the
the enemy. But it was expected that facts
to
t' freedom.
would be made available as soon as the pub‘; then let us unite to make
lication thereof would not imperil the lives
lag Day a celebration which
of the men in our armed forces or endanger
.eton the fine, loyal, patriotic
the security of this country.
know it to be; and be thankThis has not been done in every case.
lead
the
ks Lodge has taken
Moreover, on more than one occasion the
iur minds our blessings under
American yublic has been informed of imStripes.
portant developments not through their own
officials, but by the Axis radio itself. The
ink Address
most recent occurrence of this kind came
speech of former 'Highway
when our forces invaded Attu in the Aleu.1. Lyter Donaldson, of Carrolltians. American landings took place on
at his home Tuesday night,
Tuesday, but it was not until early Friday
analysis of problems of the
that the American public learned of this
ss by a business man who
development and that from the Tokyo radio
ideal place to study them. Mr.
instead of our own agencies for the disbanker, lawyer and farmer.
semination of news.
nstrated ability as a compeRadio listeners and people who received
• seldom found in a candidate,
early editions of Friday's newspapers were
very essential in the Governtold that the Tokyo radio had broadcast reports of an attack by "crack" American
ht statement of Mr. Donaldtroops on Attu. Severe fighting, the Jap anoes not favor, under existing
nouncer was quoted as saying, was in proof any present State taxes
gress. These admissions indicated that the
is stand which stamps him as
attack was going well for our side, but it
ho intends to keep the pledges
was not until well up toward noon that the
Navy admitted the assault. Thus, Americans
,on is the only candidate who
had been forced to reply on an Axis radio
lollars and cents the amounts
station for news which, for once in this
hich will be required to meet
war, had told the truth.
,Velfare Department for public
A similar instance was the disclosure by
the,aged, the blind and deRadio Tokyo some weeks ago that Shangri
'en; for public health and to
La was in reality an aircraft carrier. The
olic schools which face a deOffice of War Information had promised
ion because so many teachers
the "full story" of the Tokyo ,raid on its
r military service or war jobs.
April 18th anniversary, then retracted that
with which Mr. Donaldson
promise apparently at the instance of either
e problems, his refusal to inthe Office of Censorship or the War or Navy
isual campaign buffoonery and
department. Then the Japs beat us to the
.rward presentation of the
draw with an account that was more or less
•ms are in keeping with the
accurate as to the essential facts which was
I be approved by Kentuckians
broadcast before Washington gave out the
story.
No patriotic American would insist.on the
nce Of
disclosure of military facts which might
ase Salvage
even remotely endanger our cause or the
lives of our fighting men, but it is not coners all women an opportunity
ducive to the kind of confidence we would
rig to help win the war.. Every
like to see maintained in our war communiayes kitchen grease and enlists
ques to have to reply on news releases from
important
an
is
he same thing
Axis sources for initial information of defront.
home
e
velopments of such importance as the Attu
hen greage is a critically needattack. In addition, harm could result since
trial. The government's quota
belief might be inspired in the lies that con7,000 pounds a month and less
emanate from Rome, Berlin and
If
stantly
salvaged.
being
this is now
Tokyo radio stations.
vife would participate in this
Obviously, some of our officials, as the old
ould go a long way toward
saying goes, are "leaning over backwards"
erine requirements of the war.
in this connection. There seems to be a tenrds about what happens to
dency to extend this restriction beyond the
importhow
indicate
t se will
expressed design of censorship. This, if
grease saved in the *kitchen is
permitted to run its course, will prove inhousewife to the butcher, who
jurious to the national morale and, what's
e renderer, who in turn sells it
worse, it will strike at the very institutions
the
giycernaker, who extracts
of
democracy.—(Owensboro Messenger.)
saved
grease
kitchen
of
poonful
iults in a pound in 31 days.
A fox rids itself of fleas by holding a
1942, when this salvage was
piece of wood in its mouth as it submerges,
rican housewives saved enough
in
water; the fox releases the wood when
The
hillion anti-aircraft gtms.
the
fleas take refuge on it.
March,
in
and
ased each month

her two sons. Allan,
Mrs. Libby Corren, 34, (lower left) and
sought by Chicago
being
were
top)
right,
to
2 and May, 4, (left
was found drifting
rented
had
mother
the
rowboat
police after the
Michigan. Police Lt.
Lake
in
shore
Chicago
the
off
a half mile
her husband, Dr. Herman
John Lennon said Mrs. Corren left "Please
forgive what I am
Corren (lower right), a note reading:
—AP Telemat
doing. Both the children and I are sick."

Pennyrile Postscripts
Lady's Handbag
It's meant for carrying cash,
But rise above it—
Who steals her purse steals trash,
And plenty of it!
—Margaret F. Ellert.
Joan Pickering, going on thirteen
and a grand gal from out our way, is
the neighborhood's entry for first
Youth Volunteer in the important
business of helping farmers plant their
crops. Joan is riding a tractor out at
her Uncle Gayle Pettit's place . . .
and is Gayle's prize hand.
These town youngsters can and will
help farmers considerably, if. invited.
Last week The Leader lost a good
worker on a rush job of folding some
printed matter . . . when Anna Catherine Pruett informed Pennyriler she
wouldn't be back next day "Because
I'm going to set tobacco."

!ft

Your reporter had pleasure again
last week as guest of Harry Hale at
Rotary supper meeting. Doctor Cash
delivered inspiring address on "I am
An American" . . . And Clifton
Pruett told how the club had engaged
in the poultry business, as a wartime
emergency measure, and only lost $13.
Swell food included fried chicken
and iixins. Especially noteworthy was
the gravy.
Merle Drain, with a week
a fresh sunburn, will divide
cation unexpectedly given
company between his Victory
and the golf course . . .
doesn't, prevent.

off and
the vaby his
Garden
if rain

Deacon Dawson will be around quite
a while if he takes after his kinsman,
William Dawson, Louisville, who celebrated his 95th birthday recently with
five sons and two daughters at the
party. One of the sons is Jim Dawson,
who comes to Princeton and sells
dynamite to Carl Sparks and other
customers.
The postoffice has instructions to
expedite delivery of mail going to
large cities. A number is to appear, on
the envelope, between the name of
the city and that of the state. Princetonians writing to cities are advised
to obtain proper numerical designations from folks at the other end. For
example, this is the way one address
Pennyriler uses appears: Baltimore, 2,
Maryland.
Ken Johnston, superintendent of the
big fluorspar company at Mexico and
well known here, was a Monday visitor. Ken says he too has been breaking
in girl helpers recently as office workers, and was further initiated last
week when his son Pascoe returned
home from the University of Kentucky
with a young lady guest.
Victory tax receipts in the first
quarter totaled $300 million, the In-
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He learns with his first nursteg
enjoyable it is to satisfy that teratl
hunger that was bothering him
Don't let wartime irdvi,
the home prevent you fri,.•
a regular schedule for fe,
baby. It should be one lb.
needs and your conveni4••
babies are fed every 4 hou•
some babies seem to ad•
3 hour scedule. You
the baby's own feeling. ,
do help him to acquire ti.•
eating regularly, because that
be very important to hilater on in childhood. And
he knows enough to stop
satisfied. Sometimes lastire
eating has been caused by
who tried to force her baby
more than he desired.
I think it was a famous doctor
once said that "cow's milk is
ideal food—for calves." What he rn
to emphasize was that for the hu.
baby, human milk is best.
The baby old enough to be w
or the younger baby who cannot
breast-fed, is usually given
milk mixture. This may be ei4.
fresh milk, or evaporated milk.
dried milk. If fresh milk, it should
boiled to make it safe and also
digestible.
Weaning should be made as
as possible. For a week give 1
ing of cow's milk a day and 3
feedings. Then give 2 feedings
cow's milk a day and 2 breast-feeo
for 4 or 5 days. For the next few
give 3 feedings of cow's milk and
breast-feeding. After that the
gets 4 feedings of cow's milk a day

By G. M. P.

ternal Revenue Bureau announced.
Treasury estimates place the total
1943 yield of this 5 percent levy on
all wages and salaries above $12 a
week, which became effective January 1, at $3 billion, of which $1 billion would be refunded as post-war
credits.
Editor Confesses
Some appear to think that running
a paper is easy but from experience
we can say that it is no picnic, because readers are hard to please.
If we print jokes, people say, we
are silly.
If we don't they say we are too
serious.
If we clip things from other papers,
we are too lazy to write them ourselves.
If we don't, we are stuck on our
own stuff.
If we stick close to the job, we
ought to be out hunting news.
If we get out and try to hustle,
we ought to be on the job in the
office.
If we don't print contributions, we
do not appreciate true genius; and if
we print them, the paper is full of
junk.
If we make a change in the other
fellow's copy, we are too critical.
If we don't we are asleep.
So, like as not, some guys will say
we swiped this from some other paper.
And we did.—(Flemingsburg TimesDemocrat.)

'a\
Odd But Science

Alexander's
Crimson Band
By H. W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
New York.—One of the first recorded military uses of camouflage is
credited to Alexander the Great by
the Journal of the New York Botanical
Garden. Alexander purchased a quantity of
red dye for his invasion of Persia
in 330 B.C. The dye may have come
from the madder plant, whose roots
are still used for the red pigment. Or
it may have come from kermes, an insect found on Asiatic oaks.
One night before a battle, Alexander had the clothing of a large number of his fighters spotted with the
red dye. His purpose was not to deceive the eyes of the Persians but
their skt!.ds. Usually there was only
one large red spot, and it was at a
place where a man might have been
wounded.
The idea seems to have been to
mislead the Persians into thinking
that Alexander's soldiers had been
pretty well damaged in fighting the
previous day, with little opportunity
to have their hurts properly cared
for. This was supposed to make the
Persians careless in attack.
Alexander won the fight.

Washington In Wartime

Farm Labor ProbleII
On The Mend
Stinnett
By Jack
Associated Press Features
Washington.—This may be the
of speculation agriculture and
officials won't like, since they
the midst of a vast recruiting
for a land army to work the
but if things keep on at the
rate farm labor is . going to be
of the least of our war problem,
I don't mean that some sec.
won't be hard hit when
comes, because farm labor
a sectional and seasonal
can only be taken care 44 i•:.
of labor on hand or itinerant .
ers who move with the crops
Under Selective Service :
ferment of farm labor is now
recognized as a necessity.
of essential farm laborers has

tually ceased.
Secondly, farm workers who
ed to industry to get some of
semingly fabulous wages have
covered the truth of the old
about all is not gold. etc. High
poor but costly food, and in
instances appalling living cerhave resulted in a back"
movement that has caus&..
squawks from war indAstry c..
ment.
A third point is that labor Jriculture officials now talk in
of a land army of 3,500,000. So'
these will get jobs ap:,•IltY
It
seasonarfarm work red, he
th
but it's a pretty safe
will never do more :
or at most a few we,
the moment, the Women's
Army is aiming at a "513'
of only 10,000 full-time !
ers and a reserve of 50.01'•
part-time workers and
going about it in the intk
ner of building corps wli,•1,
most likely to be needed.
tr.
Furtherniore, the much
Farm Security Administration !,
bringin.:
a whale of a job in
11:,
Puerto
labor from Jamaica.
Over-all
Bahamas and Mexico.
on these temporary importatiop,
not been made available yet. l'•
know that in several eastern
•
around 4,000 of them have been
where they will do the most g;
,1!
Then, there is the official
thousv
those
tion that some of
captives we picked up in Tunis
will be "available" for tarn
And don't think that thousar
them won't welcome outdoor
and farm food . a,

Political Announcements:
The Leader is authorized t!
nounce the candidacy of

William L. Jones
sub,,,
for State Representative,
CU\
PrittlarY
the Democratic
August 7, 1943.
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y Dr. Martha M. Eliot,
chief, Children's Bureau ij
Department of Labor .
. Associated Press Features
owl you ever notice how me
oyes to eat? The tiniest baby,
-e's ill, takes to his dinner ,
le learns with his first nursitif
•njoyable it is to satisfy that
• unger that was bothering hha.
Don't let wartime interests
the home prevent you from
regular schedule for feeding baby. It should be one that suite
needs and your convenience.
-babies are fed every 4 hours, al ,.
some babies seem to adjust
3 hour scedule. You need to .
the baby's own feelings about it
do help him to acquire the .
eating regularly, because that:
be very important to his n•,later on in childhood. And re
• he knows enough to stop when
satisfied. Sometimes lasting dislike
eating has been caused by the
who tried to force her baby to .
more than he desired.
I think it was a famous doctor
once said that "cow's milk is
ideal food—for calves.- What he
to emphasize was that for the
baby, human milk is best.
The baby old enough to be
or the younger baby who cannot
breast-fed, is usually given
milk mixture. This may be :
fresh milk, or evaporated milk,
dried milk. If fresh milk, it shouai
boiled to make it safe and also
digestible.
Weaning should be made as .
as possible. For a week. give 1
ing of cow's milk a day and 3 b
feedings. Then give 2 feedings
cow's milk a day and 2 breast-f-•.,for 4 or 5 days. For the next few,
give 3 feedings of cow's milk
breast-feeding. After that the
gets 4 feedings of cow's milk a

-- Washington In Wartime

Farm Labor Prob4
On The Mend
Stinnett

By Jack
Associated Press Feature
Washington.—This may be the
of speculation agriculture and
officials won't like, since they
the midst of a vast recruiting
for a land army to work the
but if things keep on at the
rate farm labor is going to be,
if the least of our war problems.
I don't mean that some -won't be hard hit when
comes, because farm labor is pr
a sectional and seasonal matter
can only be taken care of by a a,
of labor on hand or itinerant •
ers who move with the crops.
Under Selective Service orders.
ferment of farm labor is now
recognized as a necessity.
of essential farm laborers has
tually ceased.
i
Secondly, farm workers who
of
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truth
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Political

be gone from two to six weeks,
during which time they will
make the game of that section
of Mississippi live hard.
• • •
Princeton, Oct. 27, 1916—Dr.
W. L. Cash, wife and little son,
Ralph, motored over to Hopkinsville Wednesday to attend
the meeting of the State Medical
Association, returning home yesterday evening.

epost Literary
By John Selby
ociated Press Features
Military Masters," by
Hillis Lory
only thing wrong with
Lory's fine analysis of
and the Japanese war mais its publication date. So
books on the same topics
seri published that the pub.
ht be forgiven for saying,
another Jap book," and
the new one aside.
.1 field has been cowered
and as well as Mr.
it is impossible to say
new book contains new in., I suspect that nearly
e hat Lory has to say has
said before, often not as
hilt printed just the same.
-,Ase of a shift of em(he was lucky enough to
friends with some Japanese
• men) his_analysis of the
my seems extremely deep,
;Is readable as it is in\tr. Wry was a teacher
and not ?ti correspondii accounts in a way
.::±ferent viewpoint.
of the things he tries to
to persuade us that time is
apah. not the United Nall,' thinks we have a feel.1,ipan will never be able
up in production, and
fore a war of attrition
He says there is no
t all to believe this;
overtake us if we give
and while she is doing
extending protected
into the heart of her
so that whatever she
\vhatever she makes
. effect quickly and safewt must make the long
cross the Pacific.
- homes are sections of
.,,,sernbly line, and if we
Jap industry, we must
• the homes. More, war
tes Japanese life less' than
locates ours — remove an
stove from some Ameries. and you almost ruin
Japan has no electric
or toasters, or motor cars;
omes are not, in other
resting on a metal founLory's analysis of the
qualities of the Japanese
proximately standard, but
n detailed knowledge inof superficial acquaintance.
k is late coming, and
useful.

NEW LIFE TO LIFE SAVING—Di ov,tung almost would be a
pleasure say the boys in Louisville since June Stierle (left) and
Elise Lorenz were appointed life guards at Louisville's Shelby
Park Pool, the first feminine guards in the history of the water—AP Telemat
spot.

NewsFrom The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

Work Pressure Cookers Overtime

singly.
By Dorothy Shank
Associated Press Features
A steam pressure canner is a
A 98-hour week for steam piece of safety equipment for
pressue canners owned by indi- processing practically all the
viduals and groups would be a common vegetables except towonderful thing this home can- inotoes, and foi• meats, also. The
reason is that only by holding
ning season.
Many home caners, eager to steam under pressure can you
put up corn, beans, okra, greens heat these foods all the way
•
•
•
and other garden vegetables for through at a temperature of 240
Off For Toledo
the winter, say that the biggest to 250 degrees F., and do it in
Princeton, Dec. 19, 1916—Chas. problem is getting the use of a reasonable time. It takes such
J. White of the local Overland pressure canner. Using a pres- heat as this to kill certain types
Dealers left this morning for sure canner, as these persons of spoilage organisms, and spores
Toledo, Ohio, to attend the Over- know, is the only method advised of an especially resistant kind
land Automobile Dealers Con- by the U. S. Department of Agri- that may—if not destroyed in the
vention, which meets at the new culture for safe canning of com- canning—generate the deadly
Administration Building of the mon vegetables excepting toma- poison called botulinus. Not a
great many cases of botulinus
Willys-Overland Co. He will al- toes.
so tour the factory and see the
The pressure canner supply food poisoning have been known
reason why the Overland is the situation .is this: Manufacturers to occur in home canned foods.
greatest car in the world for are granted material to turn out But no one knows when or
the money.
150,000 of these canners, the size where the spores may be present.
* • *
to hold 7 quart jars of food. It is best to be careful.
Cleanliness is important for
Wins High Honors
That is twice as many as were
Princeton, May 27, 1916 — A manufacturer last year. It is good canning. Wash off every
Washington special under date of still far from enough to meet the speck of dirt from vegetables, 1
but do it gently. Lifting the
May 24, concerning Miss Eliza- demand.
water will
beth Ratliff, of this city, says:
The new pressure tanners are vegetables out of the
Miss Elizabeth Ratliff, of Ken- rationed, so that each state gets keep dirt from draining back on
tucky, was awarded the honors a quota. In an agricultural coun- them. Washington small lots will
vegetables from
of the graduating class of Fair- ty a purchase certificate to buy prevent the
mount Seminary here. She ex- a canner is obtained through the bruising.
celled in the literature course. County Farm Rationing ComPrecook at one time only the
fill one batch
mittee. In a city area, a subcom- amount of food to
you can
Pastor's Installation
mittee will be established to take of jars—the number
Princeton, Oct. 10, 1916—The care of applications. Groups or- process at once. Precooking time
vegetables.
installation of Rev. J. F. Clay- ganizing
canning varies for different
community
combe as pastor of the Central pools and families who team to- But the general routine is to
Presbyterian Church, will.be held gether will stand a better chance add boiling water to the vegetSunday, October 15, at 7 o'clock. of being given a purchase certi- ables, bring them back quickly
Revs. J. S. Price, A. J. Thomp- ficate than a family applying to boiling—and precook the propson and M. E. Morse will be
er time.
Hot is the keyword as the time
present and participate in the will be published in the Leader
service. Program of the service Friday. Public cordially invited. comes for packing jars and load-'

them
Princeton, Oct. 24, 1916 — M.
P'Pool, wife and little son. Harold, and Mrs. Sudie P'Pool, of
Confederate, and Dr. Bruce P'Pool, of New York, who is on a
few week's visit to relatives in
this and Lyon counties, came
over from Confederate in an
automobile this morning to spend
the day in the city.
•

•

•

Delightful Dance
Princeton, Oct. 17, 1916 — A
most delightful dance was given
by the young people of the town
at the Elks home last Friday
were:
evening. Those present
Misses Mary Warfield, Eva Eaker, Anna Belle Davis, Sudie
Cash, Katherine Pickering, Gladys

Pickering, Pauline White, Dimple
Vivian, Mesdames Clifton Hub well, Harvey Moore, J. W. Justine, M. B. Amoss, Messrs. Sidney Johnson, Milton Hopewell.
Sam Booth, Richard Ratliff, Roswell Pogue, Roy Koltinsky, Lawrence Adams, Thomas Amoss,
Frank Brown, Bert Keeney, J.
D. Rodgers, Carl Winstead, Chas.
Koltinsky and
Eaker, Edwin
Arch K. Walker.
• • •
Going South
Princeton, Nov. 17, 1916—Messrs. J. H. Williams, Frank Wylie,
R. T. Metcalfe, J. W. Jewell and
V. R. Shaw will leave tomorrow for the Williams Plantation,
near Springfield, Miss. They will
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Use It Now B4 Too Late
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urgent need for their service.
"This is total war—a war in which every
sv---,n as well as every man must play a
part. The men in the Navy and Coast
Guard are in for one reason alone—to
fight! They're in to fly the planes, n:an
the ships, smash the Nazis and Japs.
But to keep them fighting, there are
important service jobs that must be carried
on at home—man-size, full-time jobs which
you, the women of America, can fill—
jobs in which you can serve your country
in your country and release the men to
fight at sea.

To
5395
Work Sox 10c pair

this war. How you can do kis explained
in detail in this# ook. Read every word of
it. Then take a step you'll be proud of
all your life—volunteer for the WAVES
or SPARS today!

0 EVERY WOMAN who wants a
part in winning this war: Never in
history have American women been
offered such a chance to serve their
country. Never has there been such an

That is what you—as a member of the
'AVES or SPARS--can do to help win

.

If you have loved ones in the Army,
Marine Corps or Flying Service, remember
this: Everything that they get on foreign
duty—be it tooth brushes, food, or bullets
—it comes to. them because the Navy
fights to deliver the goods on every s':•.

Your future
Investigat.
Station neat
Stations are I
ASHLAND
BOWLING G
COVINGTON
DANVILLE
FRANKFORT
lOPKINSVE

-• -

If you are between
20 and 35 years of
age — with no children under 18 years
of age—and are physically fit—the Navy
has a place for you.
If you have no special skill the Navy
will teach you one at
regular Navy pay.

U. S. Navy Recruiting Statior
Post Office Building, Louisvil
Please send me the WAVE I
Your Country In the WAVE:
NAME.
ADDRESS:

RELEASE A FIGHTING MAN
FOR ACTIVE SEA DUTY!

Mail This
It's Youi
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
The Evening Worship, 7:30.
Prayer service Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock, followed by choir
practice.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
10:45 A.M., Morning Service.
Message, "And Lot Pitched His
Tent Toward Sodom."
3:00 P.M., Pioneers meet.
7:30 P.M., Evening Hour of
Worship. Meditation, "The Word
of God."
Monday, June 14, 2:30 P.M.,
The Missionary Society meets;
7:30 P.M., A meeting of all the
Young People of Princeton Community in this church.
Wednesday. June 16, 7:30 P.M.,
Prayer-Study Fellowship; 8:30
P. M., The Choir rehearses.
COBB-CEDAR BLUFF
Rev. John Cunningham will
hold morning and afternoon services at Cobb school house, Sunday, June 13, at 11:00 A.M., and
2:00 P.M. He will preach at
Cedar Bluff school house Sunday night at 7:00 o'clock.
OTTER POND BAPTIST
The pastor will preach at Otter Pond church at 11 o'clock
each Saturday and Sunday. Services at the Second Baptist church
Sunday night at 8:00 o'clock on
the important subject, "Cutting
Down Big Trees."
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Chas. C. Lancaster, Minister
Sunday School 10 A.M.
Preaching 11:00 A. M. "Why
John the Baptist was not a
Christian?"
Preaching 8:00 P. M. "What
about the Book of Revelation"
Prayer
Meeting, 8:00 P.M.
Wednesday.
June 20 we begin our meeting
with Bro. Elvis H. Huffard, of
Rosiclare, Ill., doing the preaching every night at 8:00 P.M.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
11:00 A.M., Morning Service.
6:30 Youth Fellowship service.
7:30 P.M., Evening Worship.
"No one is equipped to help
others unless something of this
inward power that was in Jesus
is in him also."—R. Calkins.

96 Indicted In
Harlan Vote Fraud
(By Associated Press)
London, Ky.—More than a
score of election officials, political • leaders, county authorities
and State employes were indicted by a district federal grand
jury here Saturday for alleged
violations in the Harlan county
general election last November.
District United States Attorney
John T. Metcalf said the 26 indictments named 96 individuals.
Included in the list were Harlan County Sheriff Clinton C.
Ball and two other members of
the county election wooitission,
T. K. Watson and W. Alonzo
Jackson. Watson, a Democratic
leader for Harlan and Bell counties. Jackson is a Republican.
Metcalf, whose office presented
the evidence to the grand jury.
said one group of indictments
charged that precinct .election
officials at one polling place
-"conspired to stuff the ballot box
with fraudulent and fictitious
ballots."
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Bolgraclip.
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Mrs. Mary Tabor
Funeral services for Miss Mary
Tabor, Fredonia, were held Monday afternoon, June 7, at 2:30
at the Baptist Church in Mexico,
conducted by Rev. J. T. Spurlin,
Hayti, Mo.
She is survived by her father,
Jim Tabor; stepmother; a brother, James, U.S.N., and a sister,
Jean.
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Walter F. Jennings

Major Kermit Roosevelt, 53,
(above) son of President Theodore Roosevelt, died in Alaska,
the war department announced
He wore the uniform of a British army major when this photo
was taken in 1940 and before
he transferred to the U. S. army.
—AP Telemat

Walter F. Jennings, 56, former Princetonian and native of
this county died at St. Joseph's
Hospital, Louisville, Tuesday,
June 1, after a prolonged illness.
His body was conveyed from
Louisville to the Morgan Funeral
Home and funeral services were
held at the Christian church
Thursday afternoon, June 3, the
Rev. Chas. P. Brooks officiating.
Pallbear,n.s were former associates of the I.C.R.R., Barney
Jones, Leroy Richardson, Sam
Stephens, Otho Towery, John
Martin and Cliff Varble.
Mr. Jennings had been a longtime employe of the I.C.R.R.,
and lived in Louisville the last
17 years.
Surviving relatives are his
widow, a son, Sergeant James
Walter Jennings, Camp Edwards,
Mass.; three brothers, D. M.,
Princeton; William, Louisville,
and Robert, Dayton, 0.; two
sisters, Mrs. Curtis Townes,
Henderson, and Mrs. Carl Cavanah, Providence.
Interment was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
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Ozone Park chickens
are
down their beaks at tea
neighbors.
The reason. Their coop 4
converted automobile trailer
plete with running water, e
lights, ice box and a radio,
The super de luxe c •
house and all of the trim
are the property or pt .
Casey.
"When I want ta observe
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SUNDAY

STATUTE MILES
STEP UP MEDITERRANEAN BLOWS—U. S. airmen struck at
Panelleria again and also smashed rail and ferry facilities at
Messina. Sicily, and at Reggio Calabria, Italy, Allied headquarters announced, following up the crushing air attack upon La
Spezia (1). British planes hit at Axis shipping off Greece (2) and
British submarines attacked shipping off Monte Carlo (A), between Corsica and Italy (B) and in the Gulf of Policastro (C)
—AP Telemat
in southwest Italy.

Girls
Enroll In Canning

See Strain On Farmers
In Britain Until 1947

Garrard 4-H

London (/P)—Britain will conAgent
Home Demonstration
Anna Evans reports that every tinue to make heavy demands o
4-H club girl in Garrard county her farmers until at least 1947
is enrolled in canning. There are even if victory is won befor
95 club girls in the county. then, R. S. Hudson, Minister o
They are either helping their Agriculture, said in a speech.
mothers can the family food sup"Last autumn," he said, "
ply or are putting up 50 to 100
for an addition0 500,0
asked
quarts of vegetables and fruits
by themselves. In order that acres of wheat, and it has bee
every girl may know the latest achieved. I now confidently ex
and best canning methods, 64 pect to get well over half a
local leaders have agreed to put much egain."
Britain's 1943 wheat acreage
on demonstrations and otherwise
assist the girls in their food was more than double the 193
reservation work. These women, figure.
comments Miss Evans, are unselIn the United States there
fishly giving their time and ef(Continued from Page One)
forts to this important phase of one motion picture theatre sea
for every 12 inhabitants.
"America"; Elks Flay Day Ritual. food production.
Exalted Ruler and Officers; Hisory of Flag, Craddock Jaggers,
TONIGHT
assisted by Girl Scouts; Butler
—AND—
Hi Band, "Stars and Stripes Forever"; Flag Day Address, W. L.
Wilmer G. Mason
Cash: Butler Hi Band, "Army
The present race for Lieuten- Air Corps."
Mayor's Proclamation
ant Governor in the Democratic
The Mayor's proclamation is as
primary has added something
follows: "Whereas, June 8 to 14
new to Kentucky's famous poliis designated as Flag Week by
tics—an absentee candidate. Al- the United States Flag Associathough out of the count* in the tion, which sponsors throughout
Merchant Marine, Mason is an the Nation this week celebrations
active candidate. He was one of in commemoration of the adoption of Our Flag, and
Kentucky's leading newspaper
Whereas. The observance this
columnists for 13 years before year is dedicated to the War
entering the Merchant Marine Savings Program of the United
last year. Mason sent his decla- States Treasury Department with
ration papers to Frankfort from slogan, "Save by Sacrifice" and
the Southwest Pacific, and they the object of selling 100 million
were indorsed by his two next- dollars worth of War Bonds over
door neighbors at his old home and beyond normal purchases;
on Brownsboro road in the rural now,
Therefore, as Mayor of Princepart of Jefferson County, Louiston, I proclaim the week June 8
ville.
to 14 Flag Week; direct that our
Models Of Enemy Planes
Flag be displayed on all municipal buildings; and urged that
Shown To Kiwanis Club
Hary Hale, instructor at Friend- our citizens display the National
ship High School, adressed the Emblem at their homes, places
Kiwanis Club last
week on of business and elsewhere.
Furthermore. I urge our people
"What Makes an Airplane Fly,"
and displayed models of fighter to participate in the Flag Week
and bomber planes in use by War Bond Campaign so that they
enemy nations. The models were will discharge with honor and
made during the last school term distinction their share of reby pupils of Friendship School, sponsibility in this campaign of
homage to our Flag and aid to
he said.
the victory for which those in
the armed forces on the battle
Returns From School
fronts of the world are offering
Miss Louise Kelly, daughter all they possess.
of Mrs. Frances Kelly, West
Done this June 7, 1943.
Main street, has arrived from
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor.
Margaret Hall, Versailles, where
she attended school the last
Best quality lumber and highyear. Miss Kelly will be a est value material is produced
sophomore next fall and finished from large mature trees. On the
this year's course with honors. farm woodlot large mature trees
should be harvested, leaving
12 MINUTE ATTRACTION
Every day a mole eats its own smaller trees to produce a future
weight in insects.
crop.
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J., .0 continue to grow we continue to add experienced men to
our organization. Here are two
additions who are waiting to
greet you at Blantord Brothers.
John F. Oehrle
12 years on the yards.
Formerly with J. C. Bower & Co.
H. J. Hunt,
SS years on the yards.
Formerly with J. C. Bower & Co

BURFORD BROTHERS
AND

COMPANY

STOCK
YARDS
ROURION
JAcher, 7835
Latisrolk, Ny.
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All Star Comedy

HOGS, SHEEP, LAMBS

NEW MEMBERS OF
P AN FORD STAFF
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WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE. CALVES
PLUS SECOND BIG 1.'FATI'llE
In the some spirit, keep your property protected
TUNE

ANDREWS SISTERS

TREATI

in a rug-cuttin'swing-fest1

sair/hi,

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AGENCY & REAL ESTATE
117 W. Main Street
Phone 54
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ory-Alster
and Mrs. R. S. Gregory anthe marriage of their
ter. Martha Jane, to Caplitehell J. Alster, Friday,
4. at Evansville, Ind.

Engagement Announced

gement Announced
engagement of Marvin M.
, younger son of Mr. and
F. K. Wylie, North Jefferstreet, this city, to Miss
yn Kay Davis, Paoli Pike,
Albany. Ind., has been ant in the New Albany
ne.
s Davis is a daughter of
and Mrs. Parvin M. Davis,
w Albany, and has visited
'yile family here.

y-Rice iss Ludeen

Piercy, daughter
Ir. and Mrs. Boone Piercy, of
.lands, was married to Mr.
•,t y B Rice, of Evansville,
, June 2. at Evansville.
e bride wore a powder blue
5 and hat, with matching ac,•ries, and a corsage of red
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nouncement
r. and Mrs.. L K. Butler,
ucah, announce the marriage
their niece, Mary Kenna
k ford. to Mr. Harvey Landon
..an. May 29, at Paducah.

s. Crider Host
Bridge Club
rs. Cooper Crider, of Freia, was host to the Thursday
ht Bridge Club, Tuesday,
ning, June 8, at her home in
Guests, besides the
.. ners, were Mrs. Ray Aigner,
eston. W. Va., and Mrs. E.
Foster, Princeton. Members
-nt were Mesdames John
..•gan, Owen Cummins, MaurFrench. Jim Walker, Salem
rrs, Willard Mitchell, C. H.
.rs, Conway Lacy, and
..s Larue Stone and Agnes
k Inney. High score prize went
John Morgan; second
to Mrs. Maurice French.
,
shments were served by
hostess.

Miss Charlotte Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Adams; Hickman, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Charlotte, to Sgt. Abner
B. Dement, of Como, Miss., formerly of Murphreesboro, Tenn.
Council of the First Christian
Church met Tuesday evening,
June 8, at the home of Mrs.
Henry C. Lester, North Jefferson street, for their regular
meeting. Miss Atha Stallins was
in charge of the program.
Present were Mesdames Walter Simon, Berdie Moore, Elizabeth Rogers, Henry S. Lester and
Clifton Pruett, and Misses Margie
Amoss and Atha Stallins. Mrs.
Frank Farmer was a visitor.
At the close of the meeting, a
delicious ice course was served
by the hosetss.

Miscellaneous Shower
.4 Mrs. Robert Brandon, the
former Miss Inez Burchett, was
guest of honor at a miscellaneous
shower at the home of her cousin, Miss Bernette Sisk, Tuesday
afternoon„ June 8.
Decorations of red roses and
honeysuckle were used and the
bride's chair was draped in red,
white and blue.
Many useful and
attractive
gifts were received by the bride.
Dainty refreshments were served
the following guests: Mesdames
Homer Mitchell, J. J. Tandy,
Claud Jones, S. C. Sisk, Vernon

Burchett, Willard Mitchell, Hulett Hall, Percy Piercy, Fulton
Piercy, Hyland Mitchell, Edgar
Oliver, Winfield Brandon, Frances Gorham. .,S. J. Satterfield,
W. P. Crawford, F. C. Burchett,
Lawrence Jones, J. W. Hollowell,
Henry Hartigan, Guy
Ladd,
Floyd Lewis, Albert Hartigan,
Huy Sisk, Herman Brandon, W.
K. Crawford, Misses . Kate and
Tiny Lewis, Sidney Wood Satterfield, Annie' Tandy, Evelyn
Crawford, Pearline Brand on,
Pearl Hartigan, Martha Satterfield, Bernette Sisk, Linda Carol
Crawford, Martha Ann Hartigan,
Linda Ann Piercy, Susan Mitchell, Thelma Joyce Hall; Masters Jerry Brandon, Bobby Sisk
and Gerald Burchett.
Sendings gifts but not present,
were: Mesdames Boone Oliver,
Willie Johnson, Jerdie Wadlington, Owen Morris, Bettie Faughn,
Mollie Tandy, Mayme Skinner,
Lucy Hopson, Lindsay Wells,
Helen Wells, Virginia Satterfield,
Mr. N. Y. Brandon, F. C. Burchett, Adrian Burchett, Carol BurMrs. Billie
chett, Mr. and
Cravens.

s. Lester Hostess
o 88,PW Group
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Complimentary
Beauty . .
Permanently
Yours-I am proud to announce that I am now in a position to give the new—

"Cold Wave"
Permanent
Treat yourself to this new method of permanent
-waving, cut and styled to look lovely with a mere
touch of you; comb. Results give you the stylish and
comfortable feather curl.
Among the features of the Cold Wave Permanents are
• No Chemical Pads
• No Electricity
• No Weight on the Head
• No Steam
My shop is equipped with the modern facilities
waves.
these
for

Sold only Thru
Punerai directors.

Liao

and

serviced by

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

I

Dorothy Ann Davis
Found Slain

Personals

The Leader

Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Henry
and daughter, Joan, of Chicago,
are visiting relatives here.

Aviation production in the U.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones, Fre- S. in 1943 will cost about onedonia, on the birth of a daughter, seventh of the estimated national
income.
Ruth Ann, June 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Boone,
Fredonia, on the birth of a
daughter, Frances, June 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hee
MILK Of MAGNESIA
Coleman, Princeton, Route 1, on
U.S. P.
the birth of a daughter, Varney
srflooth — Palatable
Lee, June 2.
Anfocid owl
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawrence
Mild Laxative
Martin, Princeton, Route 2, on
the birth of a daughter, Alice
Full pint 330
Jean, June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kern
Quart size
Lowery, Claxton, on the birth of
twin daughters, Reba and Robbie. May 31.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Carner,
Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth
IBATH
of a daughter, Doris June, June
2.
A soothing,

McKESSON'S

590

McKESSON'S
cooling !ohms
kind to the *yes

The nude and beaten body of
Mrs. Wilma Carnes Wilson, 31,
(above) actress and authoress,
was found in her seaside cottage
at Hermosa Beach near Los
Angeles, Calif. Military authorities are holding two army privates fer questioning. Officers
said they found the cottage
strewn with empty liquor bottles.
—AP Telemat

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Nave,
Evansville, spent last week-end
with Mrs. Nave's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Claycombe. They
were accompanied home Sunday
by Mrs. Nave's nieces, Jean Carolyn and Anna Garrett Ratliff,
Suzanne Sparks and
Martha
Sevison, who spent several days
with them.
•••
Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Rice,
student at U. of K., Lexington, Evansville, spent last week-end
arrived Sunday to spend the with Mrs. Rice's parents, Mr
and Mrs. Boone Piercy.
summer vacation with her moth• • •
er, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Townes,
• • •
Henderson, attended the funeral
Bernard Linton returned to of her brother, Walter Jennings,
Misses Rosemary McCarty and
Goldie Watts, who are employed Vanderbilt University Tuesday here Thursday.
• • •
in Evansville, spent last week- night to resume his studies. He
end here with friends and rela- had been visiting his parents, Dr. 4 William G. Pickering and Joand Mrs. F. T. Linton the last anne, left T,hursday for Bristol,
tives.
• • •
sevel al days.
Va., where they attended grad• • •
Miss Allis Butler, who is atuation exercises of Pattie PickMrs. Dique Eldred returned ering, at Sullin's College. She retending school in Beaver Dam,
spent last week-end with her Friday night from Red Boiling turned home with them Monday
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. But- Springs, Tenn., where she spent night.
two weeks.
• • •
ler.
• • •
Sid J. Glass, Sarasota, Fla., is
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal returned visiting friends and relatives
Returns From Florida
Friday night from Van Wert, here this week.
Mrs. Sallie Dorr has returned Iowa, where she was called on
* * *
this week to Princeton, from account of the illness of an
Jimmy Jones, student at W.S.
Clearwater. Fla.,
where
she aunt.
T.C., Bowling Green, is visiting
• • •
spent the winter and spring
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
months since January. She is at
James Stegar returned Sun- Jones,
McNary St.
home at the Henrietta Hotel, to day night from Abingdon, Va.,
remain indefinitely.
where he visited his wife, who
is at the bedside of her father.
Fredonia Vacation Bible Their children, Martha Ann and
Evelyn, who accompanied their
School Enrols 41
father, remained for a visit.
• • •
Daily Vacation Bible School
being held at Fredonia this week
Mrs. Louise Jones spent last
has an enrollment of 41 Workers week-end in Louisville with her
are Rev. John W. Outland, Mrs. daughter, Miss Annabelle Jones.
•••
A. J. Eldridge, Miss Virginia Lee
Turley, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Mrs. A Martha Ann Mitchell, BardsAll Damaske and Mrs. Veldon town, is visiting her grandparYandels. Miss Martha Nell Wore ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mcis general secretary and Mrs. Connell and Mr. and Mrs. HyVeldon Yandels, organist.
land Mitchell, near Princeton.

Small size 250
Large size 500
complete with Eye Cup

ANTACID
POWDER

ANTACID
POWDER
for thot
Nand- op fooling
oho,0VIM eating

McKESSON'S
BEXEL
Potent,
trustworthy
Vitamin B Conspisx
Capsules
40's 98t
100's

1.98

WOOD DRUG CO
PITIONF: 611

Attention!
Your Shoe Ration Coupon No.
17 Expires

June 15
Don't Let It Go To Waste
invite

r7hc Business and Professional
cp of the Woman's

/f/

•

Everybody reads The Leader.

klovers Meet
r Luncheon
The Boo,...a.ers Club met for
•nday luncheon at the home
Mrs. C. 0. Akin, Washington
set, Wednesday, June 9, and
-1 from there directly to Red
surgical dressing rooms for
K Although the club has
ntinued its literary meetmembers still assemble at
. :drily luncheons to help in
ar work.

•

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Aigner, the
former Miss Sue Loftus, and
three children, of Charleston, W.
Va., are guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Loftus.
• • •
Miss Sara Goodwin, who has
completed second year at the
U. of K., has arrived home for
summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville street.
•••
Miss Madge Boetler spent last
week-end in Blackford with her
family.'She was accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. R. L. Omer,
who visited her last week.
• • •
Mrs. James A. Goforth and
children, Bristol, Tenn., are
visiting• relatives here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hunt,
Mayfield, were visitors here
Tuesday.
• • •
Mrs. Fred Howard and neice,
Mary Katherine Hoelscher, are
visiting relatives in Lincoln, Ill.
• • •
Miss Nancy Catlett, student
at W.S.T.C., Bowling Green, spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett.

• marriage of Miss Omadelle
ols and Mr. Eugene Cook
place Saturday, June '5, at
insville.
. Cook is a daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Virgil Nuckols, near
r Bluff and graduated from
High School in May.
. Cook graduated from Butigh School last month and
been employed at the local
Penney store before joining
Navy He left Monday for
training at Great Lakes, Ill.

rs. Rice isa graduate of ButHigh School and for several
ths was an employe of the
sler Corporation, Evansville.
r. Rice is engaged in the
king business, at Evansville,
is the son of the late Harvey
.ce. of Monroe, La.
ey will make their home in
sville

•

Mrs. C. B. Meadows is in Hopkinsville this week, where she
is at the bedside of her mother,
Mrs. J. E. Guess, of Marion, at
the Jennie Stewart Hospital,
Mrs. Guess underwent a major
operation last week.

kols-Cook

9

Phone 50

GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
(In Rear of Sharp's Barber Shop)
Phone 478
Mrs. Grace McMorrim, Prop.

you

to attend a showing

the complete fall collection of

LEVINE
ORIGINAL
frocks
under the personal direction

of
Max E. Loeb
the LEVINE representative

FRIDAY

JUNE 11

2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.

Spend 11 NOW!
Spend it wisely for good shoes that will give
many months of comfortable wear.

For Women
Vitality, Paradise, Simplex, Selby, Nisley, Connie, Paris Fashion, Enna Jettick.

For Men
Florsheim, Freeman, Crosby Square, Fortune,
Wegenburg, Parkway.

You will have an opportunity to
make a personal selection at this
time.

Large shipments of each just arrived. Take care
of your Fall needs now.
in better stores throughout
the eountry and
at

"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
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Food Subsidy Headaches
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er prices to the
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but CCC is guaranteeing $1.80
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l over
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will be consi
ceiLing sale price, but gets a sub- Bankhead bill is held
methods of Pa
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I be discussed
Subsidies are anathema to sidy so he can pay higher milk tbihrugdie-epvabeilvinetyder. iptTrhpaaullyarhbeirDlnItaitsasiitilsa
Another part
farm Woe members. What they prices.
an
The anti-subsidy farm bloc is
will be
want is higher farm prices, and
various types
no nonsense about subsidies, looking on CCC with a jaundiced was inflationary. The "NI!.
()ftoo
ill dpr:iciens tfttl
by rams of
o i,
which can be taken away. It's and displeased eye. It's one of w
i•ii ud
Changes in
come
their contention that labor has the agencies limited,to a definite
CCCwit h aar;fronta
trend of lamb
fd ohler
been given the gravy and the period of existence. Its "time" alpotAi
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Washington. — The Office of
Price Administration, in subsidizing processors of meat, butter
and coffee, is like .the boy wading hesitantly into cold water.
It's waiting for reaction before
taking another step.
Behind the subsidies is a
tangled political situation, which
could blow up in the faces of
the
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DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
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Kentucky Rendering Works

War Has Hit The
Perfume Business
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I Comfort

Convenience

Complete Service

Drive In
Today

And, of course, a cordial receptio
n and
careful attention to your entertai
nment
during your stay are yours, alwa
ys, at

BUY
UNITED
STATES

and try our
Products. They
best by test.

WAR
BONDS
AND

STAMPS

Regular Gas (first)
171
/
2c
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
White Gas
161
/
2c
Kerosene
9c
Oil
qt. 15c
Two gallon can
$1.10
have just received some new
oil-20, 30, 40 w
50c a gallon

R. B. WILLIAMS, Manager

110CUlati

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrall
y located home-away-from-home, in Kent
ucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform
to your
idea of moderate charges
for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRIFFITH,

405 HOPKINSVILLE ST.

Assistant Manager.

It's smart and it's
economical to re
-decorate
with quality wall
paper. Good
wallpaper lasts
longer, is always
attractive, and
retains its
beauty. It costs only
a little more
to buy . . .
but no more to
hang. It saves
you money
because it can be
washed with soap
and water
and will not fade.
See our selec
tions of quality
wallpapers before
you re-decorate!
Average Room
Cost
Including
Wall, Ceiling and
OTHER QUALITIES: Border
4c Per Roll and
Up

At
65c Per Roll

$10.38
At
35c Per Roll

$6.78
At
15c Per Roll

$3.69
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Jakie Deavers Is
Born Leader Who
Has Invader Job
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iew News
Mrs. John Thompson)
nd Mrs. J. 0. Oliver and
r spent last week-end
r Oliver's sister, Mrs.
wmatt and family, of

A newspaper advertisement
which featured her picture led
to a screen contract with 20th
Century-Fox for Jeanne Crain
(above), who won the title "Miss
Long Beach' in a beauty contest
there last year. This led to
work as a photographer's model
and brought her to the attention
of movie talent scouts. She is
shown in Hollywood.

Names Chaplin

Glena and Velma Boyd
Mrs. Clifton Ortt Sunday
nd Mrs. John Thompson
Elbert, and Evelyn and
Oliver visited Mr. and
Carmon Kennady and
Sunday night.
les Boyd called on his
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
unday afternoon.
ne and Duel Deen Ortt
last week-end with their
ether and uncle in Prince-

Joins Army
BONDS—
to War Materials!

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Oglethorpe, Ga. (iP)—Jese Sailor likes Navy blue
t, but she's swapped it
y khaki.
Goosecreek, Tex., Sailor
uxiliary. in service at the
WAAC Training Center.
body reads The Leader

A suit has been filed in Los
Angeles by Gertrude Berry in
behalf of the unborn child of her
daughter Joan Berry (above),
asking that Movie Actor Charles
Chaplin be declared by superior
court to be the father of the unborn child. The suit also asks
for $10,000 medical expenses,
$5.000 for costs of the suit and
$2,500 monthly. —AP Telemat

IELD SEED
FOR LATE PLANTING

Hybrid Corn
tures earlier ... We have a limited stock of
YELLOW HYBRID

OTHER FIELD SEED:
clan Grass

Dash 7 Soy Beans

'let

Black Soy Beans

One Seed

Mixed Peas

Inoculation For Soy Beans
At
Per Roll

JUST RECEIVED SHIPMENT:
le Ties and Arsenate of Lead . . . Spray

10.38

Materials: Rotonone, Dust for Bean Beetles
At
Per Roll

. . Gulf Spray and Flit.

Asosciated Press Features
The job of directing a possible
invasion of Hitler's Europe has
fallen to a hazel-eyed, mousehaired, determined driver. He is
Lt. Gen. Jacob Loucks Devers,
55-year-old commander of American Army troops in the European theater—a man who, associates say, "could take over any
division in the Army and improve it in a week."
Born in York, Pa., the son of
poor, part Pennsylvania Dutch,
part Irish parents, Jakie—as he's
known to intimates—was a leader from youth. He captained his
high school basketball team, presided over his class, headed the
school debaters. Entering West
Point in 1905, he played baseball,
basketball, football, lacrosse. He
was graduated a second lieutenant in artillery but returned
three years later to teach mathematics, coach basketball and baseball, and learn to play crack
polo. In 1916 he was sent to
Hawaii, but returned after the
outbreak of World War I to
teach, and later command, at
Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
After the Armistice, Devers
taught again at West Point and
at Fort Sill, where he radically
improved artillery shooting records. He went to Panama in 1939
as chief of staff of the Panama
Canal Department. When President Roosevelt made the destroyers-for-bases deal with Great
Britain, however, Devers raced
from Newfoundland to Trinidad,
choosing the locations.
With national defense gaining
speed, Jakie went to Fort Bragg,
N. C., to command the fast-growing 9th Division, oversee mushrooming building operations, and
spread the then-meagre equipment to train 65,000 troops. He
did the job well—and was boosted 'to chief of the armored force
at Fort Knox in 1941. There he
selected the tank types that were
to help overwhelm the Nazis in
Tunisia.
Devers is an avid air enthusiast. He believes "airplanes are
the eyes of tanks," and instructs
tank crews to fly in planes
wherever possible, and fliers to
ride in tanks. Jakie smiles readily and swears heartily, keeps in
top physical trim, and demands
hardness in his soldiers. "The
soldier who can outlast his opponent will be the one to walk
off the battlefield, instead of being carried off," he maintains.

G. I. Jabber
In Initial Stage
Camp Campbell, Ky.(iP)—"The
I.G. will be after the O.I.C. on
the T.S.M.G. if he can't hit the
target better, so hereafter everything will be E.O.P. according to
R.S.0."
If you should hear the above
conversation between a group of
soldiers, don't get excited and
run for the nearest M.P., because
they are conversing in strictly
G.I. language and not divulging
military secrets.
Interpreted, the conversation
would mean that the Inspector
General will be after the Officer
in Charge of the Thompson Sub
Machine Guns if he can't hit
the target better, so hereafter
everything will he Standard Operating Procedure according to
the Regimental Supply Officer.

TOBACCO

HAIL

At
Per Roll

Fo
$3.69

Farm Supplies and Implement Repairs

An increase in the Kentucky
soybean goal from 140,000 acres
to 165,000 acres has been an'00
nounced by M. D. Royse, chairman of the Kentucky Agricultural Adjustment Agency and
USDA War Board.
"Oil crops are very important
to the war effort,' Royse explained. "It is hoped every farmer can increase his intended soybean acreage sufficiently to meet
the new State goal."
Although fatxners in Caldwell
county have been hampered in
spring planting by unfavorable
weather conditions, every effort
should be made to produce food
and fiber to meet the farm's war
crop goal, the local AAA office
urges.
"In many cases farmers are
altering crop plans in view of
ALGIERS ASSEMBLY HEARS GIRAUD—Gen, Henri Giraud (center, standing) addresses memexisting weather conditions," said
bers of the assembly at Algiers in session at which Gen. Georges Catroux, new governorgeneral made his first appearance. Seated at rostum are (left to right): M. Genon, secretary- Curtis E. George, chairman of
general of the assembly: Gen. Catroux, Gen. Giraud (standing), M. Robert, president of the the Caldwell County AAA and
assembly, and M. Savah, president, Arab section. (Associated Press photo via signal corps radio- USDA War Board. "Although
photo from Algiers).
—AP Telemat conditions may exist where some
crops will not be planted due
to the late season, farmers can
use this land for soybeans."

America's Beef Bowl—Red Points On The Hoof
Associated Press Features
By Robert E. Geiger
Cheyenne, Wyo.—Beef!
On the hoof, it roams the
Great Plains from Canada to
Mexico, growing sleek and fat
with thick, marbled steaks.
Beef!
One chunk alone at Wyoming
Hereford Ranch is worth more
than $20,000, without benefit of
Black Market.
Beef!
This is the beef bowl of America but try and buy more than
your share of two pounds a week
in any of the cow country's
"little capitals," Cheyenne, Amarillo, Dodge City or any point
north or south of Powder River.
At the 55,000 acre Wyoming
the
Hereford Ranch, perhaps
world's largest devoted to the
breeding of beef-producing, registered Hereford breeding stock,
Bob Lazear, the manager, wrinkles his forehead over
these
questions.
"What is the beef situation today? Can't ranchers
increase
meat production quickly, like
pork? Is America running short
of beef? Will there be sufficient
for American diets until victory?"

Judge Advises,
Defendant Goes Free
Chattanooga, Tenn. (IP)—City
Judge Martin Fleming on occasion can act as counsel for a
defendant.
In a recent case a man was
charged with reckless driving
after a woman testified he drove
his auto into her parked car.
There were no witnesses to the
accident.
The defendant started to say
something but Judge Fleming
told him:
"You don't have to speak ,and
convict yourself."
The man smiled, said nothing—
and walked out a few minutes
later freed of the charge because
the city had no proof against
him.

INSURANCE

Kentucky

Norman, Okla. (fP)—If you're
having trouble keeping the addresses of friends as they move
hither and yon, consider the
plight of the University of Oklahoma alumni office. More than
20,000 changes have been made in
the past year in the addresses of
students now with the armed
forces or in war work.

Timber is a farm crop just
like corn or wheat; it should be
handled as a crop, harvested and
not mined.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt

•

Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Princeton, 11).
Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.
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Bright Prints For Warm Weather

SUMMER DRESSES
Shirt Waist Styles
Button Front Types
Novelty Trimmings

3.98

Rayon shantung is the fashion
choice this summer! Smart, cool
and washable . . . you'll like it's
smooth lines and clever durability! Choose one of these gay,
colorful prints. Sizes 12 to 20.

RIGHT For The Sumer Sun!

1.98

7171WEI

Ready for

1 11101111POPPOWSIOSSOWNWPWIMISINIMPIMISOMOTWerkeetrelseetere
Rayons in sheer or service .
weights with flattering dull
finish. Full-fashioned.

Work

Look Cool

For Work—AND Dress, Too!

MEN'S
PANTS

Very feminine and flattering as
can be! Crisp white, and soft intriguing pastels! Gay trimming!

GAYMODE HOSIERY
86c

COTTON ANKLETS
25c

And Comfortable

Sturdy cotton in plain colors
or novelties.

CRISP SUMMER

DRESSES
2.98

2.49

TOUGH Sanforized cotton and
rayon scotchback fabrics. And

Wherever you go . . . whatever

in striped patterns—neatness
3n

you do, you'll need a supply of

the job!
Cool! Absorbent! Tough!

K1NTTED
SHIRTS

49c

Keep cool on the job! Light,
porous

knits, short sleeves

dependable rayons to see you
through the summer. Charming

MEN'S SLACKS
3.98

two-piece suit frocks that can be
worn with or without a blouse,

Rayon
poplins, gabardines
handsomely draped and pleat
ed!
Boys' Rayon Slacks
29K

C. A. WOODALL
AGENT
117 W. Main St.

Tel. 54

Work Aprons

are the correct answer to your
warrr-weather

dress

problems!

Smartly comfortable!

Shop Caps

CAYCE-YOST CO.

Sooners Move Around

BIG-BRIMMED STRAWS

See

pkinsville,

4027.
1S

supplies a great deal of Europe's
beef.
"There isn't shipping space
available now to export from
Argentina. So the full burden has
fallen on America. We're almost
feeding the world. You can be
sure the ranchers are doing their
part in trying to feed the world
and that they will continue to
do so until Victory."
To do the job, ranches like the
Wyoming Hereford go in for exact scientific methods, even having research
laboratories
to
study strains and develop methods of propagating desired characteristics.

, Easily laundered!

In Hopkinsville, It's

Hopkinsville

"Raising beef isn't the same as
raising pork," says Lazear. "Cows
don't have litters, like pigs. Usually, they have only one calf a
year.
"At the start of the war America had more cattle than at any
time in its history, around 75,000,000 head compared with a
normal population of from '66,000,000 to 68,000,000.
"In addition, the rancher's
turnover of cattle is faster now
than it used to be. It was the
custom to hold steers until they
were about six years old. Then
they were marketed, weighing
around 16000 pounds. Now cattle either are put in feed lots,
right after they are weaned, and
fattened in the corn belt or they
are held in the west and fattened
on grass.
The corn fed animals reach
market at about 20 or 22 months
of age; the grass feds at about 15
to 18 months. The corn feds
weigh up to 1,050 or 1,150
pounds; the grass feds around
150 pounds.
"As for our present problem,
the trouble has been that the
Army and Navy needed much
beef and there was a great demand from lend-lease sources.
n normal times the Argentine

these easy-to-suds cottons and

Use Dr. Hess P.T. 2 for your sheep.

$6.78

State Soybean
Quota Increased

Indian And Chinese
Are Friends In Khaki
Camp Polk, La. (iP)—Among
the most curious "khaki kinships" around here is that of a
full-blooded American Indian and
a native Chinese.
Corporal Fred Drapeau, South
Dakota Sioux, and Private Hom
Gim, born in Hong Kong, are
steady buddies, members of the
on
a
same eight-man team
mobile artillery piece, and live in
the same barracks.
Drapeau, whose home was in
Greenwood, S. D., was formerly
a ranch hand. His pal was a
New Orleans laundryman, but
now cleans nothing more fragile
than cannon barrels.

Page Seven

49c

Cotton Socks

2 pro, 35c

Work Gloves

23c

SUMMER SHIRTS,
SHORTS & BRIEFS
39c

Flowered, striped

or

checked

cotton or rayon, in refreshing

Big savings! Swiss ribbed
shirts. Fine cotton shorts.
Boys' Shirts & Shoria..25e ea.
Men's Slack Socks
25e

Pre •.

colors! Crisp trimmings of white
pique. Sizes 12„to 20.
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THE GARDEN
Fly John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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Cultivation
In those portions of the state
where the weather has been
rainy, gardeners have just been
able to keep abreast of the
weeds. This may be rather fortunate, as working soil as used
to be the custom may do more
harm than good. There is little,
if any, virtue in stirring the
soil; stopping the weeds is what's
important.
Where the soil was occasionally dry enough to keep the garden in regular cultivation, the
hope is that cultivation was shallowly enought done not to get into
vegetable roots.
1111"111111111111i theThe
vegetables are valued for
their crispness, their high content of water. In seasons like
Lexington's so far this
year,
EISENHOWER AND MARSHALL CONFE
rains being almost continuous,
lems of war that command the attentionR—It might be prob- the probability is
...
that a few
of Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Allied commander-in-chief, (left)
vegetable roots could be lost CHUR
CHILL DISEMBARKS IN AMERICA—Wearing a British
C. Marshall, chief of staff of the U. S. army, and Gen. George
an informal press conference in Algiers. Gen. as they chat during with no permanent harm, but Navy uniform, Prime Minister Churchill (left) looks up from a
Marshall accompan- in dry times or in seasons of barge
ied Prime Minister Churchill to North Africa
at a cheering crowd when he arrived in the United States
on his return to moderate rainfall, setbac
London from conferences with President Roosev
k must to confer with President Roosevelt. Hatless man near Churchill
elt
in
Washresult
until the wounded root is Harry Hopkins. Navy officer in center is Vice Adm. Adolphus
ington.
—AP Telemat ends
Andrews, eastern sea frontier commander. This is an official
heal.
British photo.
Vegetables must be grown
—AP Telemat
quickly to be of best quality. If
there is only slight interruption
in growth, because of root loss
(By Rachel Turley)
she will join her husband who through deep working, quality
Rev. R. B. Hooks, Rev. Winn,
must suffer. In dry weather,
is stationed there.
T. Barr and Rev. and Mrs. John
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz who is which may come, catastrophe
may result.
Outland and children, Charles
employed in Evansville, spent
This is to say that there is
and Donald Truett, were dinner last weekend with
her parents, never warrant for deep
stirring
guests Friday night of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
of the soil; rather, it should be
By Robert N. Cool
some increase in population and
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Sory re- entere
Mrs. J. J. Koon.
d only to the depth needed
Associated Press Features
a revitalized economic life, simiMr. Kelly Landes spent last turned home Monday. They had to upset the small weeds and to
Belfast, Me.—A lot of Down lar
been visiting their daughter, Mrs. shave
to that of fifty years ago.
weekend in Louisville.
off the larger ones below
East cracker-barrel philosophers
Miss Frances Underwood, El- Val Guther and Mr. Guther, of their growing point.
But ten miles up the coast,
drano, Ill., was a guest a few Charlotte, N. C.
The best hand tool with which have left the crossroads general Stockton Springs is gripped by
Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn visit- to
days last week of Miss Gwendil
accomplish this is a sharp store for war work in the ship- the rural depression. This village
ed Mrs. Pearl Blackburn a few hoe,
Ordway.
with its blade held flat with yards. Many of Maine's offshore of 900 persons has lost approxidays
last
week
in the Flatrock the garden
Miss Edna Baker spent last
surface, and moved islands have reverted to a state mately 200 of its most active rescommu
nity.
weekend with Miss Margaret
with a gliding, scalping motion. of primitive isolation.
idents. Many of them
have
Mrs.
R. Y. Hooks, Eddyville, Much
Wylie, Princeton.
This is the other side of the moved to Bath or Portland.
more rapid is a wheel-hoe
Half
Mrs. Roberta Franklin, Eddy- spent Thursday night with Mr. with the slide-hoe attachment. New England war boom picture a hundre commu
d
te daily to
ville, spent last weekend with and Mrs. J. J. Koon.
The best horse-drawn tool is It takes people from innumerable other towns and have little
time
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Bennett.
a sweep, a slide-hoe of larger rural hamlets to swell the popu- left for local affairs
.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Turley
size, that skims the surface and lation of the industrial cities to
Service flags in the windows
and children, Allen and Ann,
leaves it level. Next best, is the their present size.
show where sons—and daughters
spent Sunday with her parents,
Add
14-too
to
th
this
or
emigration from —have gone, explain mutely why
16-tooth "scratch
(Nemo)
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis, PrinceOvid Smith and Randle P'Poole harrow," which combs out the the villages the fact that summer farmers are desperate for help.
ton.
visitor
s this year will be few,
went to Evansville on a business weeds, but leaves a level surface
Three men sat listening to a
Mrs. A. L. Faught and child- trip one
and you see how the face of New Churchill speech
behind it.
day this week.
in La Furley's
ren, Norman, Frank and James
The best time, and the only England has been changed, in general store. A year ago
Miss Barbara Taylor, Dawson
there
Edward, visited friends in Kut- Spring
more
time,
ways
to
than
cultiva
one,
te
by
the
is
when
war.
would have been fifteen, they
s, has been visiting Miss
there
tawa Sunday afternoon.
is
The
first
any
start
thing
of
you
notice as told me.
Jonelle Stewart.
weeds; unless
Mrs. J. D. Wylie and Mrs.
Miss Bettie Maude Dunn, weeds threaten, the garden may your north-bound train rattles
Bespectacled W. F. Tiundy.
James McLin, Princeton, were Princeton,
over
be
the
assum
switch
ed to be taking excelpoints of Port- Town Clerk, shook his head sadand Miss Goldie Watts
dinner "guests Sunday of Mrs. Evansville,
land
lent
is
care of itself.
that old men seem to be ly over Stockton Spring
were home last weeks' plight.
Jerry Barnes.
runing the railroad. Veterans of
end.
"In the last war," he said,
Miss Hazel Fuller who has
and 70 have been called from "twelve vessels
Mrs Jack P'Poole is
very
were built in
been ill is able to be out.
retirement.
much improved since
this town. At one time we had
having
Mrs. Jimmie Landes left Mon- spent some
Later
on,
at
Bath,
you
time under the care
see more than 2,500 people but this
day for Grand Island,Neb., where of a Prince
where the younger folks are. time we've
ton physician.
been left behind, and
This fine old shipbuilding com- gas ration
ing will hit us hard
munity has doubled its working from a tourist
point of view."
May 26, 1943.
population in recent months.
The others nodded agreement.
LET US
Princeton Leader,
Boarded-up summer homes and
"Guess I'll get back to my
Princeton, Ky.
cabin camps beside U. S. High- hoein'," one
of them said. "Like
Dear Sirs:
way One, at what would normal- as not I'll
never get it finished."
From the time I used to buy ly be the
start of the tourist seaAs I left, the Town Clerk
your paper at home, it has been son, comple
te the picture of the pressed a postcard
into my hand.
a source of much enjoyment. social
•
upset which war has It showed Stockt
on Springs as a
Now, that I am far from my brough
t
to
this American home- proposed flourishing
You'll be surprised what an overhaul job
family, friends and
shipping
acquain- land of culture and recreation. port and
railway center. The card
tances, I, more than ever apprewill do even for an "old-timer."
Yet in some white-painted was dated 1906.
ciate the home town paper which communities,
such as Belfast on
Islands off the Maine coast are
you so kindly send me each Penobscot
•
Bay, war industry is paying a similar
price for victweek. The arrival of mail and on a relativ
ely small scale—the ory. Boat service
ESTIMATES FREE ON ALL MAKES
has been sharpnews from home is anticipated prosperity
less hectic—and an ly reduced and thousa
and means more to us than any- actual
nds of sumrevival of New England mer homes will
not be opened
thing else. Most of the fellows town life
is under way as local this year. I was told.
in your page of "News of Men folks earn
High wages
and spend the money ashore and increa
in The Service," I know, and formerly
sed privations
brought in by summer on the islands have
the news items of events that residen
led to their
INCORPORATED
ts.
desertion, in many cases, by
occur around town I read eagerall
City Manager Cornelius Frost but the most
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
hardy fishermen
ly and truly in spirit I am at said that
on the waterfront 250 and their familie
s.
home with you all.
Life
has belocal artisans are building wood- come difficu
lt and lonely, as it
I hope everyone in the good en barges
, as their
was
ancest
ors
before
the
old U.S.A. is doing their part to built woode
tourist era.
n sailing vessels. He
help win this war; we must and added
that townsfolks were also
we will soon win. Tell everyone busy
canning mussels for the King George
in Princeton we are all proud gover
nment—which would have Gets Around
that they are buying War Bonds startle
d their ancestors.
London (A)
)—King George VI
and to continue the good work,
"We are restoring our city is a
monarch who believes
we need money to win this war. park
in
to its original function, as getting
around. Since the outI am "Somewhere in the Paci- a place of
recreation," Frost said. break of the
fic."
war he has made
"Two years ago it was stated 252 railwa
y journeys totalli
Sincerely yours„
ng
for tourists. This summer we 36,000
miles.
Elvis R. Guill.
hope to revive band concerts on
He has made these
wartime
Sunday afternoons to encourage trips of
inspection in all kinds of
Forestry is the art of growing worker
s to come there on their weather, and
repeated crops of timber on land day
someti
mes in air
off."
raids. Once when there
unfit for agriculture.
was two
At Belfast the war has brought feet of
snow on the ground
a
raid began and the
royal train
made a dash for the
shelter of a
tunnel.

FREDONIA NEWS

Wars Two FacesWay Down East

Cobb News

Letters To The
Leader Editor

We are in position to take care of your
duplicating needs at reasonable
prices,

Salute the sun this summer in
a Catalina Suit!..
Styled in California by Catalina in a
gorgeous array of colors.

$3 to $15
Carried in better stores throughout
the country and at

WICAR SON
in
Hopkinsville

DENHAM'S BEAUTY SHOP
Announces the return of

Mrs. Edythe Terry Patterson
In The Shop.
We extend to you a most cordial invitation and
will continue as in the past, to render the same
efficient service.

—*— Phone 7 for Appointment

Otters frequently eat
only the
heads of captured
fishes.

PIMPLES DISAPPEARED
OVER NIGHT

Yes, it is true, there
is a safe
harmless medicated
liquid called
Kleerex that dries up
Dimples
over night. Many
they had a red sore report that
pimple
face
one night and
surprised their
friends the next day
with
a
clear
complexion. There is no
risk. The
first application
must
convin
ce
you or you get your
money back.
Join the happy
Kleerex users
who are no longer
embarrassed
with unsightly
pimples. For sale
by Dawson's Drug
Store.
adv

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
Phone 151
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Debt Free
Horne Ownership
"One long term loan that never needs
to be

newed is my idea of a good home mart
said one of our customers recently.
It is true you never have any renewal
pense, and you never know when money
be tight and hard to get. The Savings and
Plan will protect you fully and perhaps
you money. Liberal prepayment privileges g
ed to borrowers.

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVIU
LOAN ASSOCIATION
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46
Princeton,
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SLACK SUITS
Easy to wcar. kqksy to look
In brown, 1,!:;t. and tan.

$5.95 to $11.1
CATALINA SWIM TRUNKS
Again the best

comes in Lastex, Zelan. Gabardine
All-Wool

$1.95 to $5.00

STRAWS

'4111

• Genuine Baku
• Aircool Gen. Panama
• Gelime Gen. Panama
• Rircool Gen. Panama
• And Many Others

$1.95 to $5.00

CAYCE-YOST CO
STORE FOR MEN
904 South Main Stree
John I,. Starnes.
t
HOPKINSVILL E. KY.
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'story Says Hitler Can
e Up And Hold Europe

Dies In Fall

He made use of -recruits
from
hostile countries, as Hitler
has
done in what he calls his "holy
war' against Russia.
He used propaganda to break
down
morale among enemy
troops and offered amnesty to
deserters.
He enrolled prisoners of war
to join his fight.
For five years Frederick held
on in Silesia. Then Tsarina
Elizabeth of Russia died and was succeeded by Peter III, an admirer
of Frederick and, incidentally, a
mad man. The Russian troops,
which had occupied East Prussia,
suddenly switched to Prussia's
side. The Austrians soon tried
and, despite- Spain's entry into
the war, agreed to peace. And
Frederick kept Silesia—the territory over which the war had
been fought.
What Frederick did, Hitler
may also do. But if Hitler has
faith in history repeating, there
is also the story of Napoleon.

hfoo";te-vetirii., Seven Years War,
had fought and won the war
the Austrian Succession, takthe territory of Silesia from
n Maria Theresa's Austria.
war lasted from 1740 to
, and lie had the help of
nce and Spain in winning it.
nothing,
he French gained
wever, and were persuaded by
na Ther'so to join an alliwith the Austrians and Russ. Frederick — from whom
er may have .got his inspira-then claimed he was being
ncircled." and without declar- Eddy
Creek
war seized Saxony and
Eddy Creek Homemakers Club
Bohemia.
into
rched
met with Mrs. J. C. Gresham
His enemies moved on all sides Thursday
afternoon. Major proe Russians crashed into East ject lesson
was a demonstration
asia. The French came at on
butter making, led by Mrs.
from the west. The Swedes
D. W. Satterfield and Mrs. 0. B.
rched into northern BrandenSattei field. The home agent gave
g from Pomerania. The Austhe minor lesson on home nursans poured back into Silesia. ing
and how to make a first aid
ringed
by
was
ederick
enemies
kit. Mrs. D. W. Satterfield had
and his troops were greatly
charge of the social hour.
-numbered.
Refreshments were served to
From one front to another he
the following members and visitced his army. He met the ors:
Mesdames J. I. Lester, W.
ench in central Germany and
H. Tandy, Martin Oliver, Ira
eated them so mercilessly
Cotton, 0. B. Satterfied, S. J.
eir general could not estimate
Satterfield. Chas. B. Lester, Bade number of killed or cap- ger
Gray, D. W. Satterfield, Cook
ed. Then he sped to Silesia,
Oliver, and Misses Nancy Scruget the Austrians—and took a
ham, Louise Tandy, Nilda and
ad of their army captive.
Ann Gray.
While beating back his foes,
wever,. Frederick was being
riously drained of manpower, Homemakers' Schedule
r the British help consisted
Hostesses for
Homemakers'
ainly of money. He then adopt. Club meetings which will be held
many practices Hitler has this week are as follows: Friday,
n forced to copy.
June 11, Eddyville Road, with
Mrs. Charles Hubbard; Tuesday,
June 15, Otter Pond, with Mrs.
George Martin, Jr.; Wednesday,
June 16, Crider, with Mrs. Sarah
Myers; Thurs., June 17, Friendship, with Mrs. Willie Wyatt. All
meetings will begin at 2:30 p.m.
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n Hitler hole up in his
pean fortress and beat off
.comhined efforts of the UnitGreat
States, Russia and
am n to dislodge him?
story says he can. Frederick
Great performed a similar
the Seven Years War
1756 to 1763. Solving many
blems Hitler is now facing,
held off Russia, Austria,
nee, Spain. Sicily—and fought
war to a stalemate.
rederick a dilletante turned
wrist, had Britain as an al-
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A 62-Year Record

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard of Hearing

FOR WOMEN
suggests you try
to keep cool for

ather's Day
'See daections on lobed

Mrs. Janet Snowden Gill, 29
(above) twice-married daughter
of the late James H. Snowden; oi
millionaire, and the wife of Capt
W. S. Gill of the U. S. army
plunged to her death from the
16th floor of a New York hotel
last week.
—AP Telemat
Actor Missing

Follows Father

To make this simple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporarily deafened, bothered by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax (cerumen), try the Ourine Home
Method test that so many say has
enabled them to hear well again.
You must hear better after making this simple test or you get
your money back at once. Ask
about Ourine Ear Drops today
at Dawson's Drug Store.
adv
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Following in the footsteps of
her father, Jean B. Wallace
(above) will go to Mexico this
summer to continue her study
of Spanish and art. She is shown
before two of her paintings at
Connecticut college in New London, Conn. He father, Vice President Henry Wallace, a fluent
speaker of Spanish, will speak
in New London at the commencement exercises during which she
will be - graduate. —AP Telemat
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(By Associated Press)
Washington.—The Kilday bill
to defer fathers pending induction of all other availlible men
in any particular state has been
quietly knocked on the head by
the Senate Military Affairs Corn.
mittee.
Unanimously, the committee
tabled the bill and Chairman
Reynolds (D-NC) interpreted the
action as dooming the measure
sponsored by Rep. Kilday (DTexas) and approved by the
House. While technically it remains alive, Reynolds remarked
that 999 times out of 1,000 a
tabled bill never is brought up
again.
Selective Service, the army and
the navy contended that enactment of the legislation would
tear down the induction system
and make it impossible to draft
anybody except single men.
Colonel Lewis Sanders, who
analyzed the bill for the committee, said the Selective Service
already is attempting, as far as
possible, to put draft quotas on
a state-wide basis and induct
single men, childless married
men, and fathers, in that order,
as proposed by the legislation.

J. G. Rogers of Adair county
sold 10 pigs weighing 2,120
pounds when 175 days old. They
brought $296.42, and
lift a
profit of $168.67 over cost of all
grain. They ran on good winter
and spring pasture of wheat,
vetch and crimson clover.
With nearly
1,000
brooder
houses and several hundred good
laying houses, Lincoln county
farmers expect to greatly exceed the poultry goal. Also they
have the help of 155 4-H club
boys and girls who are raising
chickens.
With used plyboard, two old
electric sockets and 10 cents
worth of new material, Henry
Moss of Leitchfield made a
brooder.for 200 chicks. He also
induced his little girl to give
up her playhouse for use as a
brooder. Five hundred chicks
were brooded in a closed filling
station in Leitchfield.
Reports Hugh Hurst, farm
agent in Letcher county: -Several families have returned from
defense work because they could
not get enough food." In Kentucky they will have crops, gardens, chickens, cows and other
sources of food, and get enough
to eat.
Every family in Harlan county
is trying to produce its own pork
this year. Farm Agent Gray H.
Williams estimates that eight
times the usual number of hogs
will be raised in the county.
Garden and poultry production
has increased also.
Wool producers in Boone county, who pooled their wool to
make approximately 65,000 lbs.,
sold their clip for the highest
price since World War I. Working with the marketing department of the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, they were advised of timely
developments and price outlook.

entry for the honor of war-bond
queen. It was won by June Chandler of the Junior class. Elaine
Peterson, president of the Simpsonville 4-H club, and Mrs. Astor
Tackett, faculty advisor, planned
and directed the affairs.
_

Kidneys Must
Work WellFor You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, NXCell• acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without Injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidney. fail
to function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains. getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doan's Pills? You will
I,. using a medicine recommended the
country over. Iluan'y stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doon'm today. Use with confidence.
At all drug Mores.

LORD HALIFAX, WIFE, SON INSPECT SHIP—Lord Halifax,
British ambassador, and Lady Halifax and their son, Lieut.
Richard F. Wood (in wheelchair) inspect a Liberty ship during
their visit to the New England Shipbuilding Corp. plant at South
Portland, Me. Lieut. Wood lost both legs in war action. At right
is Capt. Christopher H. S. Tracy, British vice-consul.—AP Telemat

Among The
County Agents

4-H Club Provides
Money For 4 Jeeos

Calloway county homemakers
have salvaged between 1.800 and
2,000 pounds of fat monthly since
January, the April collection being 1,907 pounds.
Graves county war crops include soybeans, 2,957 acres; hemp,
993; sweet potatoes, 1,599; Irish
potatoes, 25; tomatoes, 39, and
beans, 30 acres.
Breckinridge, Menifee, Trimble
and Washington counties report
large increases in the planting of
hybrid corn this year.
It is estimated that 200 acres
of tomatoes for canning will be
grown in Simpson county.
Flower, seed and bulb exchanges were held in all homes
makers' clubs in Garrard county
this spring.
Neighborhood leaders in Pike
county have enrolled 1,890 families in the program to produce
75 percent of the4,food at home.
Taft Coomer of Adair county
has six acres of excellent vetch
grown from seed he saved last
summer.
Balbo rye surpassed
other
small grains in growth in Allen
county this spring, providing
neaessary feed for livestock.
Farmers in Ohio county are
said to have the best production
of lambs for this time of year
that has ever been raised in the
county.
In Whitley county, a number
of cows are being bought and
sold with prices ranging from
$85 to $150.
The potato acreage in Lee
county is about a third larger
than last year; the sweet potato
acreage is also increased.

Four more jeeps to be added
to those of the Armed Forces,
or $4,440.20 earned, was the recent achievement of the Simpsonville 4-H club in Shelby county. With one jeep as their goal,
the members planned a war
bond rally and auction at the
school auditorium. Admission
fees brought $70.80 in war bonds
and stamps. The auction added
$303.10 more. The $4,066.30 was
accounted for through a beauty
contest in which each class from
the seventh grade up had an

DOAN'SPILLS
Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

GET YOUR
BEARINGS!
CENTRALIZING your bills into a one-place-to-pay loan
helps you know just where you stand financially. It eliminates needless worry and confusion. Stop in for a talk!
CASH LOANS—of all kinds ... for all needs and uses

nters a e mance
COR POP AT ION of KY
1061
/
2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone
470

INCORPORATED

Maurice French
Manager

VVHAT THE RAILROADS HAVE DONE
SINCE WAR ENGULFED THE WORLD

Logan 4-H Clubs
Raise 1,000 Hogs

IS ASTOUNDING"

One thousand hogs ready for
market in September or October
is the aim of 4-H club members
in Logan county. At the present
time. approximately 400 boys
are feeding and caring for from
one to several hogs apiece. When
the animals are sold in the fall,
they will provide pork for the
fighting men and those of the
allies, and war bonds for these
patriotic Americans.

—DR. I. H. PARMELEE, Director
Bureau of Railway Economia

11:1111MMIE
RETONGA A BLESSING
STATES MRS. BURGESS

ex, Zelan, Gabardine

a
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Bill To Defer All
Fathers Is Out

Ky. Farm News

tI orn Lisbon say Actor
Leslie Howard, 50, (above) was
one of 13 passengers aboard a
British Overseas transport plane
enroute to England from Lisbon
declared "overdue and presumed
lost." ,The plane reported in its
last message that it was being
attacked by enemy aircraft.
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Years Of Distress Relieved,
She Can Eat Plenty And
Her
In
Take Pleasure
Housework Agai n, She
States. Gives Reto nga
Strong Endorsement
Declaring that Retonga proved
a blessing to her, Mrs. M. S.
Burgess, well known resident of
119 Hardin St., Raleigh, N. C.,
adds her name to the hundreds
throughout this section giving
this noted herbal stomachic and
medicine their
B-1
Vitamin
Mrs. M. S. Burgess
strong public endorsement.
"I had suffered so much from
nervous indigestion that I did
"Retonga relieved me in so
not see how I could stand it many pleasant ways I cannot
much longer," declares Mrs. Bur- find words to express my thanks.
gess. "My food just seemed to My appetite is much better, my
form a lump in my stomach and food seems to give me lots of
generate gas until I felt like strength, and my nerves have
the pressure was going to cut settled down. I sleep splendidly,
off, my breath. I felt badly un- and the sluggish elimination is
dernourished, weak, and run- relieved, which in itself is a
down, I was too nervous to sleep blessing. Retonga is the grandest
much, and mornings, I could medicine I ever saw."
Thousands praise Retonga. Acscarcely drag myself into my
clothes. I was forced to take cept no substitute. Retonga may
strong laxatives, and everything be obtained at Dawson's Drug
—Adv.
I tried to do seemed a burden. Store.

AT the railroads are doing a remarkable war job is generally understood. What needs to be better known ix
that this enormous freight movement
consists not only of an increase in tonnage that normally moves by rail, but
also of tonnage that heretofore did not
exist or that moved in other ways.
Handling commodities that have
never before been handled complicates
the job of the railroads. It demands the
establishment of thousands of new
freight rates. It necessitates finding
ways for loading and moving materials
that are new and unusual. It calls for
different routings. And it means
acquainting many new shippers with

unfamiliar rail methods and operations.
The important thing is that the railroads are doing a magnificent job. When
ocean routes were closed, for example,
they assumed the enormous task of
transporting oil to the Atlantic seaboard. Again, when it was necessary to
speed up the movement of tonnage that
normally went by barge, they took over.
And the job of supplying civilian needs
was cared for, too.
The words of Dr. Parmelee are much
to the point: "What(he railroads have
done since war engulfed the woild is
astounding." They have come through
gloriously. The Illinois Central is proud
to be one of them.
J. L. BEVEN, President

ILLINOIS

CENTRAL

SYSTEM

WHEN YOU TRAVEL. .. Remember that one-half of all sleeping cars and (Inc third of all coaches are in war service.
*

On• of

Am•rica's

Railroads—A/I limited

for

Victory
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- THEY WON'T LAST LONG -

Caldwell County Fiscal Court
HERMAN LEE STEPHENS, Judge
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